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Sure, these students sit here comfortably, but what 
about that lea~y ceiling in the bathroom or the promised. 
rent increase? 
Volume 68 Numver 13 
Durham hoard rejects 
Franklin disco plans 
By Jerry Desmarais 
The Durham Planning Board 
Wednesday night unanimously 
jenied William Davison's pro-
posal .to convert the Franklin 
Theater into a combination thea-
ter /nightclub. 
P.lanning Board member, 
Richard ~?ppan recommended 
that the board deny the request 
since : 
--The proposed club would be 
an alteration of the current use 
of the theater. Davison cannot 
provide adequate parking and 
loading facilities required under 
such a change; and, 
--Public health and safety 
would be harmed by the addition 
of 300 new drinking seats to the 
town. 
Davison has 30 days to appeal 
the decision to Strafford County 
Superior Court. Attorney Daniel 
Wensley, representing Davison, 
said it is "too soon to determine" · 
if that will be done. 
A 1969 town ordinance requires 
that Durham busines~ provide 
adequate customer and em-
Franklin Theater, page 14 
Rent increases and poor services 
a problem for many commuters 
By Kate McClare 
Durham area tenants say the) 
sometimes don't get what they're 
paying for. Some landlords with-
hold security deposits unneces-
sarily and don't come throug_!l 
with services provided for· in the 
lease, according to some student 
residents. Repair work ranges 
from little inconveniences to ma-
jor breakdowns, and service can 
be slow. 
Vice President for Commuter 
Affairs .Donald Langan said, 
"All I hear is complaints" from 
commuters about their landlords. 
"Rent is too high, which goes 
hand in hand, with the fact that 
there aren't · enough places to 
live. The University might be 
faulted in that it's not doing any-
thing to increase on and off-
cam pus housing. They could go to 
more dorms or rent or buy apart-
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men ts and rent them cheaper." 
Langan said he has formed an 
advisory board to the Off-Camp-
us Housing Office. His first prior-
ity is to form a commuter center 
in the Memorial Union Building 
which he hopes to have by next 
semester. He said after that he 
wants to establish 1-:tandardized 
leases for students with their land-
lords, and a landlord rating sys-
tem. 
"I imagine we're going to run 
into a lot of trouble" there, he 
said. Last year, student lawyers 
John Barrett and Malcolm Mac- · 
Neill proposed that the Univer-
sity require a form lease to be 
used by area landlords. Director 
of Residential Life David Bianco 
"didn't want to get involved in a 
legal hassle," said Langan. 
"The Residence Office will not 
· lords and tenants," sa10 Bianco. 
He said he "did think it important 
that students have a sample of a 
lease and a statement of exactly 
· what the terms of the lease are. 
We did that," he said . 
. Asked about the University 
buying private property and 
renting it to students, Bianco 
said, "When you take taxable 
property off the roles you begin 
to erode away at the tax base of 
a town. There are also con-
straints in terms of what the Uni-
versity can do. The University 
has limits to its growth. I don't 
see it as the University's function 
to buy up property.'' 
'' A million things need to be 
fixed and haven't been fixed," 
act as a third party between land- Housing .. page 5 
Durham, N.H. 
State passes budget 
after months . of del~y 
By Janet Prince 
CONCORD--The New Hamp-
shire House yesterday approved 
a state operating budget, 250-101, 
just hours before a temporary 
continuing resolulion was to ex-
pire. 
The roll call vote in the House 
came after hours of debate on the 
floor with proponents calling the 
budget " the best of a worst sit-
uation." New Hampshire has not 
had an operating budget since the 
fiscal year began, 112 days ago. 
The $403 million general fund 
biennial budget has been sent to 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson, who has 
5 days to accept it or veto it. 
Thomson has not indicated how 
he will act. 
The budget was passed by the 
senate on Tuesday, 21-2. 
The University Sy§_tem of Ne"." 
Hampshire was allotted $.52 milfion 
lion in state funding, $l2 million 
short of its original request. This 
is the same amount it was bud-
geted for two years ago. 
(See related story on page 10) . 
New Hampshire has been oper-
State, page 10 
500 attend Unification Church presentation 
Church le.ader denies 
brainwashing charge 
By Dana Jennings 
A former member of Rev. Sun 
Myung Moon's · • Unification 
Church charged t~e church with 
using brainwashing techniques 
similar to those used by the Chi-
nese Communists during the 
Korean War. 
1',he woman made the accusa-
tion Tuesday night before more 
than 500 people who were at-
tending a Unification Church-
sponsored program explaining 
the church's beliefs. 
Charles Wheeler, New Hamp-
shire director of the Unification 
Church, and two other church 
members, Nora Spurgeon and 
Diana Muxwerthy (a former 
UNH student) spoke to student~ 
about the church . and answered 
questions. 
''The workshqps are high pres-
sured," Wheeler conceded. A 
film Wheeler planned to show, 
"The Reverend Moon in Ameri-
ca," was not shown because pro-
jection equipment failed to ar-
rive. Wheeler hopes to return to 
the MUB at a later date to show 
the film. Acting Vice Provost of 
Student Affairs, J,Gregg Sanborn 
said he wasn't sure if he would 
let the film be shown in the MUB. 
"We (the Unification Church) 
made mistakes here in Durham 
in 1975. It wasn't good to have 
made people drop out of school,'' 




By Michael Minigan 
"The fact that this many kids 
sat through three hours showed a 
great attitude on the part of the 
audience.'' 
That was the reaction of Stu-
dent Body President Jim O'Neill 
after the UNH Student Govern-
ment completed its hour and a 
half presentation countering the 
Unification Church Tuesday 
night in the Sttaf ford Room of tfie 
!V!Utl . 
The presentation, which in-
cluded the screening of an NBC 
documE>ntary on the Church and 
discussion by . a four-member 
panel of young ex-Church mem-
Rebuttal, page 6 
--,INSIDE---~---------------------. 
Race 
It happens once a year 
and some eeoJ.>le love 
it. What 1s 1t? It's 
1he Watkins Glen Grand 
Prix. For the story, 
turn to page 2. 
The Arts 
The arts features a 
review of the Lamprey 
Tavern and Restau-
rant, an interview 
with musician Mark 
Devoto and an ex-
panded Trivia section. 
Pages 15 and 16. 
Miller 
You won't see this 
face around Snively 
arena this year. Ex-
Wildcat Bobby Miller 
is now playing prof es-
sional hockey. Sports-
writer Lee Hunsaker 
visited Miller and the 
Boston Bruins last 
Sunday. For his story 





The University Board of Trustees voted to postpone election of a 
chairman and vice chairman in an executive session of their 
meeting held last Wednesday at the Merrimack Valley College in 
Manchester. 
The vote was 17 to 6 to postpone the election, with two trustees 
.,h._t~ining. 
T~~-p~arct also voted to dissolve the present nominating commit-
tee and appoint a new one. 
Trustees Philip Dunlap of Concord arid Richard Morse of 
Manchester had been nominated for the chairman and vice 
chairman positions, respectively. 
The postponement issue revolved around Dunlap's health. 
Dunlap suffered a stroke in last August and recently underwent 
abdomiril surgery. 
G-ov. Mddrim Thomson, who attended the trustee's meeting, 
has attempted to replace Morse on several occasions in the past. 
But, the Governor's Council has retained Morse in a holdover 
pooition Bincc laat :,ummcr. 
The trustees who voted against yesterday's postponement 
action were: Student Trustee Deborah Child, University Presi-
dent Eugene Mills, Margaret Ramsey of Keene, Dorothy O'Neil 
of Chesterfield, Richard Horan of Concord and Morse. 
UPI correspondent to speak 
Nicholas Daniloff, diplomatic correspondent for United Press 
International , will speak at UNH's Elliot Alumni Center on Thurs-
day, October 27 at 8 p.m. . 
As a 25 year veteran correspondent for UPI , Daniloff has 
worked in Moscow, Geneva, Paris and London and has covered 
East-West disarmament negotiations during the last decade in 
Geneva , Washington and Moscow. 
On Thursday, Daniloff will speak on the role of the press 
in U.S. foreign policy and U .S.-Soviet relations. 
As a participant of the "Guest tn Residence" program, where 
visitors stay in residence halls to meet students and increase 
understanding, Daniloff will have an informal discussion about 
foreign affairs in Babcock Hall later that evening. He will stay in 
Williamson Hall overnight. 
Daniloff covered the Nixon resignation crisis at the White 
House and travelled with Secretaries of State Henry Kissinger 
and Cyrus Vance to Moscow. 
He now covers Congress and specializes in foreign and military 
affairs. 
The lecture at the Alumni Center is free and all interested 
faculty and students are invited. 
Jimmy Breslin cancels 
Jimmy Breslin, columnist for the New York Daily News, yester-
day cancelled his lecture at UNH scheduled for next Tuesday 
night. 
The lecture was to be sponsored by the Memorial Union I 
Student Orgainization. ( MUSO) · 
According to MUSO President Ian Wilson, Breslin cancelled 
for "personal reasons" and_in order to meet a deadline on a book 
he is writing about the alleged mass murderer Son of Sam. 
Breslin cancelled several other speaking engagements at 
various New England colleges. 
Breslin cancelled his scheduled lecture at UNH last year also. 
DJ Bean returns 
Disc jockey Rick Bean will appear in the MUB Pub for a 
two week tri_al period beginning Sunday, Oct. 30, according to 
George Meritz, a member of the MUB Pub Programming 
Board. 
Bean will appear Sunday, Oct. 30, Wednesday, Nov. 2, Sunday, 
Nov. 6and Wednesday, Nov. 9, according to Meritz. · 
Merita said a decision on whether to retain Bean for the 
rest of the semester "will be. made very soon after the Nov. 9 
show.'' 
Meritz and 'Programming Committee Chairman Rick Austin 
will meet with the full programming board today and with the 
Pub Board of Governors sometime early next week to discuss 
specifics. · 
The weather 
The National Weather Service predicts mostly sun today ~,th 
temperatures in the low sixties. Continuing clearing through 
Friday night and Saturday. Chance of precipitation is 20 per cent 
today and tomorrow. 
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TV official foresees more funds, 
warns of program manipulation 
By Kate McClare 
A bill proposed by President 
Jimmy Carter to provide federal 
matching funds for public broad-
casting stations would help 
reduce outside manipulation of 
public affairs programming, 
New Hampshire Network 
( Ch. 11) heads said Tuesday. 
Kenneth Nighbert, station 
manager for channel 11, said, 
''There are pressures on certain 
kinds of programming. Rather 
than letting the Broadcasting 
Council set policy, there are 
certain individuals who would 
like to exert influence." Nighbert 
did not say what those pressures 
have been. 
Carter's bill proposes a total 
of $1.04 billion in public broad-
casting funds to "assist planning 
and enhance insulation" from 
outside forces, according Jo a 
White House press release. 
The bill requires public stations 
to raise $2.50 for every federal 
dollar. In the press release, 
Carter said he would revise that 
figure to $2.25 . 
Spread over five years, the 
proposal would allocate to the 
Corporation for Public Broad-
casting ( CPB) $180 · million in 
fiscal 1981, and $200 miUion in 
each of the four succeeding 
years. It would also give stations' 
technical facilities a total of $30 
million annually in 1979 and 
1980. 
Actual allocations of these 
recommended funds would be 
made in annual budget reviews, 
according to the press release. 
Channel 11 Development Direc-
tor Davis Griffith said the bill 
"refers to what went on during 
the Nixon administration. There 
were a · number of accusations 
made that CPB appointees were 
trying to influence public tele-
vision programming. They were 
trying to get public TV out of, 
and reduce its commitment to, 
public affairs. 
Public T.v., page 17 
Tlie arinual Watkins Glen crowd--
. . ' 
100,000 fans, freaks, fanatics 
By Erik Jacobsen 
They start arriving mid-week. 
By Friday afternoon it is a steady 
procession that will continue 
throughout the night. 
There are VW buses from Bos-
ton and '62 Chevys from Ohio 
with "Watkins Glen or Bust" 
scrawled on the side. There are 
Ryder Rent-A-Trucks crammed 
with food, gear, college kids and 
kegs of beer . There are motor-
homes, pick-up campers, trailers, 
vans and more vans . 
They are the Watkins Glen 
crowd. They come from all over 
the country to form a city--a city 
of 100,000 people that will exist 
for only a weekend and then 
leave, back to work and back to 
school. 
We were planning on renting a 
motorhome this year, but it is 
always the same. Fifty people 
say, "Ya sure I'll go to the Glen," 
and when it is time to go, the 
number quickly drops. 
This year only one of the 50 
could go, George, an old Glen die-
hard. George and I packed up out 
gear filled the tank and started 
out on our annual trip to Watkins. meeting, dope smoking, face stuf-
Glen. fing, campfire sitting, belly 
We arrived Friday morning a- laughing, tent hopping, cop a-
round 2 a.m. We drove straight voiding celebration. 
through from Durham, the only "The Glen is like an annual 
break in our trip being a stop to convention of balls-to-the-wall 
buy six cases of beer in Troy, partiers," George explained. I'd 
N.Y. Coming into the Glen1 _we say without a doubt you see as-
had picked up a hitchhiker with- sembled here the elite of this 
out an entrance ticket. We ar- country's really hard-core par-
rived at the ticket booth on the tiers. I mean these people go at 
south entrance. it with a vengeance." 
"How many?" the ticket seller - George stopped a moment and 
asked. ~gave his full attention to guiding 
"Two." the car through a crowd scat-
He stuck his head in the open tered across the gravel road. 
window and s11rveyed the back of They slowly opened a path, 
the car. He didn't notice the third waving beer cans and wine bot-
person carefully hidden under tles. George was inching the car 
two sleeping bags. forward when a clean-cut kid 
"That'll be $20 each. That wearing a UCLA sweatshirt 
doesn't include camping." came up to the window. 
George knew the routine. He is "Hey, you look too sober to 
a seven year Watkins Glen veter- drive. Here take a hit of this." 
an. Twenty-three-years-old, a lab "Thanks, you're alright," 
technician at the Concord Water George said. 
Waste Treatment Plant, he is "Don't mention it. But, if I see 
thin, except around the waist, you sober again, I'll have to force 
with sandy hair and glasses. feed you Jack Daniels." 
He drove down the road and George turned to me. "People 
looked for a spot to camp. It was are always saying that only a 
only Friday morning, yet the small part of the crowd came to 
camping areas were already watch the race. I disagree. I think 
filling up. We looked for our the majority are pretty much like 
favorite spot, turned the tape me. Sure, I get stoned and drunk, 
deck up, and broke into our roll in the mud and act like an 
second case of beu. George lay idiot. But when the racing starts, 
back in his seat and broke into a I follow it as closely as anyone. 
smile. I think the partying complements 
"To be .honest, I thought I the racing beautifully." 
would have outgrown this place After finding the camping site, 
by now, but it's just the opposite. George and I prepared for a 
The more quiet my life becomes, Glen reorientation walk. Strap-
the more I need the craziness of ping a six-pack each to our waist, 
this place. The Glen is like·an es- we were now ready to wade into 
cape from the real world. You the weekend. 
can be whoever and whatever "This is a super place," he 
you want." said, looking around. "It's a giant 
It doesn't take long to realize theater of the outrageous. Incre-
that motor-racing isn't the only dible things are happening all the 
order of business for the majority time." 
of the people. Watkins Glen is the The -scene we melted into was 
ultimate party, a gigantic beer a panorama of vehicular anar-
blast in the sky. It's a wine chy. There was a Triumph Spit-
:;willing, rock listening, people fire screaming through its gears 
and an MG midget squatting low 
with people covering every 
square inch. The driver, his vi-
sion totally blocked, navigated 
via instructions from someone 
Jymg on the nooct. 
A U-Haul truck went by with 
a banner on it reading "Hail The 
'King of Watkins Glen, Chivas 
Regal The Fifth." On top of the 
truck was an old sofa occupied-
by a 300 pounder wearing a crown 
fashioned out of empty beer cans. 
The truck drove down the dirt 
roafi and then made a sharp left. 
The sofa and king continued 
straight on, landfng in a heap. 
The king was not hurt. He was 
too drunk to get hurt. The truck 
drove on not missing its pas-
senger. The king laboriously 
righted the sofa and nonchalant-
ly sat down on it in the middle 
of the road to the \vell wishes 
and handshakes of the crowd. 
An old school bus painted with 
flowers and stars rambled down· 
the dirt road. A disheveled 
looking kid in a clerical collar 
sat on the roof, yelling, "Make 
way for the super moon." 
People were cheering as the 
bus passed. Most of its windows 
were filled with pairs of bared 
cheeks pressed against the glass. 
"Join the Super Moon," read the 
banner hanging on top of the bus. 
'' A few choice windows still 
available." 
A new recruit signaled the bus 
to stop amidst encouragement 
from onlookers. The bus halted 
and the volunteer took his place 
at an empty window accompan-
ied by a lusty welcoming cheer 
from inside the bus. 
. The Geneva Horney Heathens 
Club was also recruiting. George 
stopped and looked at the large 
sign on the edge of their tent 
site. It read "Virgins wanted. No 
Experience Is Mandatory." 
Watkins Glen, paae 7 
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Although it appears drinking has dropped at UNH, the beer tr~cks still _pu~I up to 
the Community Market full of their much sought after wares. This truck, mc1dentally 
is parked illegally. ( Art Ill man photo) 
Confusion prompts new changes 
in University's plagiarism rule 
By Rosalie H. Davis said "The new definition has through each student's file. Files 
A new, University-wide defini- bee~ issued so that the University are not kept which show exactly 
tion of plagiarism states that can communicate an official de- how many s~uden~s were caught 
"taking ideas or quotations •finition of plagiarism to the stu- plagiarizing ma give~ semester. 
(without mentioning their dents. The new statement," said Avery Rich, a~soc1~te dean of 
source) from books or articles Wolf "tells you what plagiarism the College of Life Sciences and 
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Campus build-ups 
add $55,000 to fund 
By Judi Paradis 
On-campus students living in 
. lounge build-ups, triples · and 
ironing rooms which would not 
. normally produce income have 
meant an additional $50,000 to 
$55,000 in r<?Om . f~es 
for the Office of Residential Life, 
according to Marc Robillard, 
housing coordinator. Robillard 
said an exact figure will not be 
available until second semester. 
According to Robillard, $40,000 
to $50 000 of this money has been 
spent' to make the build-ups liv-
able. Furniture was purchased 
for many rooms and Stoke, 
Englehart, Gibbs and Christen-
sen Halls were renovated to pre-
pare for the build-ups. 
- The money left over, which will 
_· amount to comowhoro around 
$3-4,000 dollars, will go towards 
operating expens~s an~ a reser~e 
fund in Residential Life, Robil-
lard said. ,, 
Many build-up students paying 
for these lounges which would n?t 
normally bring in income said 
they wanted any lefto~er. money 
back. "If this money 1s Just ex-
tra, why don't tbev give us more 
back?" Linda Woodward asked. 
"We got a $55 rebate which 
means they're making $1200 on a 
room that they'd normally not 
have for income," Woodman 
complained. "If they're not 
giving us any more money, they 
could at least fix up our room." 
Woodward is living in a Stoke 
lounge with three roommates. 
"I want my money back_," de-
manded Barbara McGrath of 
Stoke's ground floor. McGrath 
and nine others requested to stay 
in their ground floor bmlct-up 
throughout the semest~~r because 
they did not want to readjust to a 
new area mid-semester. They are 
not receiving a rebate. 
" I got a letter saying I would 
be refunded for the amount of 
time I was here before I re-
quested to stay for the semes-
ter, " McGrath said. "Now 
they 're not giving it to me. That 's 
a pretty lousy deal. " 
Robillard said these students 
and those living in ironing rooms 
will not be given rebates because 
they asked to stay. Other stu-
dents living in ironing room 
build-ups will not be given a re-
bate because thev were only in 
those rooms for three to four 
weeks, and the rebate would only 
have been $5, Robillard said. 
Robillard said the extra money 
is going into the reserve fund a,~.d 
operating expenses because it 
wouldn't be a fai_rly substantial 
amount. What's $3,000 when 
you've got a budget of three ~nd 
a half million? We aren't makmg 
any windfall profit off of this," 
he said. 
Claude Dorey, also of Stoke's 
ground floor, said, "They should 
take the money and build another 
dorm. If they were to already, 
they should plan it better. We 
don't have any indoor bike 
storage." 
"Yes, we do," her roommate 
Mary Duane countered. "We're 
in it." 
constitutes a form of cheating," is n~t justthat it's wrong. Agriculture, said "I don't have_ a 
according to a statement issued 
1
"In' the past," said Wolf, "in- file, and don't keep a_tally on it. Stu· dent a1·d bill' . alive 
by the Academic Standards Com- structors have been assuming I'd have to go through 1,600 stu-
mittee. that kids knew what plagiarism dent files to find out how many 
Changes in the wording of pla- was. There were some fuzzy there have been. I can't recall t t b dget 
giarism guidelines were areasintheolddefinition." any that have been reported to as ·s ft e passes U 
prompted because the past The old definition in the Univer- me or Dean (Harr_y) Keener this 
definition was too vague, ac- sity handbook reads, "A student semester." By PaufKeegan . second year of study;" according 
cording to James Wolf, secretary violates the principles of aca- Associate Dean Edward R. The $515 ooo New Hampshire to the program's rules. 
of the Academic Standards Com- demic integrity if he gives or ac- Pierce of the School of Health Incentive Aid Program is in- The amount of aid per student 
mittee. . cepts aid in written tests. or. ex- Studies said, "Dean Basil Mott eluded in the state budget passed ranges from $100 to $500 per 
Recent observations by college aminations, or if he plagiarizes has correspondence on this, but I yesterday according to Rep. Leo year, depending on the student's 
deans and professors abo_ut _the in written work." . don't keep a file. I don't think he Lessard (D-Dover). This means financial condition, the cost of the 
inconsistency of plagiarism ------------- has a file on it." that approximately 366 UNH stu- institution, and the amount of 
guidelines include admissions Pierce said "Last year, there dents will receive their grants money allocated by the state· for 
that: 'There is no real was a case or' a student cheating and loans immediately, ac- . the IAP. 
--there is little or no consisten- in a health studies class. He was cording to the UNH Financial The program, which provided 
cy in the punishment di~ected flunked, and reported to De~n Aid Office. $300,000 last year to students, 
against students found gmlty of punishment.' Keener (the College of) of Life An official from the Financial was discontinued when there 
plagiarism. The punishment, or _____________ Sciences, because he is an LSA Aid Office in Thompson Hall said were no funds allocated in the 
lack of it, is often directly re-
1 
(Life Sciences an<;l Agriculture) 146 UNH .sophomores and 220 state's continuing resolution. 
lated to a student's particular There are also many inconsis- major." freshmen are "almost guaran- However, the budget which 
college. - tencies in the way cases are When asked about this case, teed" to divide an estimated passed yesterday did include 
--professors and instructors of- handled, even when there is posi- Associate Dean Rich said, "We $30 ooo and $51,000 respectively. funds for the program, much to 
ten differ in their apprai_sa~s of tive proof. have no way of knowing really The Financial Aid Office is the relief of many UNH students 
the seriousness of plagiarism. Richard Davis, dean of the how many cases there have been. waiting for a letter from the New who were on the program last 
Some dismiss it lightly, while School of Engineering and Physi- We don't keep a record of the Hampshire Post-~econda_ry Edµ- year. 
others take a harsher stand. cal Sciences, said, "There is no cases. I can't recall the case cation Commisswn, which will "I was counting on it to come 
--some instructors have been real punishment. I write a letter Pierce is talking about, but it authorize distribution. through again this year," said 
"assuming that kids knew what to the student reprimanding him, must have happened. I think UNH then has to make a "few Stepharri.e Roy of Berlin. "And 
plagiarism was," said one mem- and telling him of the negative Dean Keener would have told me verifications," according to the when it didn't, I had to take out 
ber of the Academic Standards impact that plagiarism and about it. I could only find out if official. This will take no longer another loan for this semester . 
Committee._ "There we_rl: _so~~ cheating has. · he would give me the _stude_nt;~ than a day. These verifications I'm glad it's in the budget now, 
fuzzy areas m the ?l~ ~efmition. "Often the faculty member has name. We don't have a file on 1t. include establishi_ng that the stu- or it would have been extremely 
The new defm1hon reads: already decided .to give the stu- Richard Davis, dean of the Col- dent is enrolled at UNH_ and a tight next semester." . 
"Fr~quently, ~tud~nts do not dent a zero on the item," Davis lege of Engineering and Physic~! ~ check of the student's grade-point Lessard said House Appropria-
re~bze that _takmg ideas ?r 9uo- said. "There are about three or Scien~es, said, "The ~etter rep~1- average. . tions Committee Chairman John 
tations (without menhonm~ four cases a year. None have mandmg the student 1s placed m The Incentive Aid Program Tucker stressed that the program 
their sourct:) from books or arh- come up this semester." our files, and destroyed when t~e was established last year. should be expanded every year . 
cles . constit~t~s a _for~ of "I was concerned that a stu- student graduates. T~at letter~~ Those: qualifying for aid are Tucker said the IAP started last 
cheatmg." As 1t 1s e~plamed 1r:i the dent .who plagiarized wouldn't not part of the student s rec~rd. New Hampshire students who are year for only freshmen, was ex-
statement prepare!l by _Indiana graduate," said Evelyn Brown, a According to Melville Nielson "academically qualified, needy, panded to include sophomo~es 
University. honesty reqmres that physical education instructor. associate dean of the College of residents of the state pursuing this year and should contmue 
ideas or ma_terials ~aken frpm , "He needed the credits for grad- Liberal Arts, "Student's records full-time study at an accredited throl!gh thestudent's' senior year, 
another for either written or oral I uation, and I felt that it would are kept for a couple of years af- institution, and in their first or according to Lessard. 
use must be fully acknowledged. . have been too harsh to flunk that ter the student graduates." 
"Offering the work of someone student." . David Lamarre-Vincent, aca-
else as one's own is plagiarism. I "The student admitted that it demic advisor in the Whittemore 
The language or ideas thus taken was another student's paper. He School of Business and Econo-
from another may range from was given an Fon the paper and mies (WSBE), said, "We don't 
isolated formulas, sentences, or squeaked through with a D- in the have statistics on this ( plagiar-
paragraphs, to entire,. ar~icles course. I have to determine the ism). I'm not aware of any cases 
copied from books, per10d1cals, case based on the individual, but so far this year, but there may 
speeches or the writings of other I think it probably would have have been some handled between 
students. been the same if the student was instructor and student. 
"The offering of materials as- a junior or sophomore," said WSBE Dean Charles Warden 
sembled or collected by others in Brown. said "David's (Lamarre-Vin-
the form of projects or collectio~s Recent plagiarism cases in cent') report is accurate. I wou~d 
without acknowledgement also 1s freshman English (401) were not have to go through each students 
considered plagiarism," the ~e- handled uniformly. Some stu- record to find out how many have 
·port read. "Any student who fails dents were flunked- from the occurred recently. I don't know of 
to give credit for ideas or mater- course and some only received a any cases within the last few 
ials that he takes from another 1s grade ~f F on the paper or item years." 
guilty of plagiarism." that was plagiarized. Warden said, "I do know of a 
"The statement,'' s~id Lydia Cases of plagiarism are only case that happened a few years 
Crowson, chairwoman of Aca- put on record if the case is re- back. The student was flunked. I 
de~ic Sta_ndar~s Committee, ported to the dean of the student's personally considered that a light 
"will be prmted m the next Ca- college, according to Melville punishment. He probably should 
boodle,'' the UNH student hand- Nielson,associate dean of the Col- • have been hung by the earlobes. 
book. lege of Liberal Arts. "I was talking to a couple of 
James Wolf, secretary o~ the , When recorded, these cases . 
Academic Standards Committee, can only be discovered by looki~g Plagar1sm, page 11 Rep. Leo Lessard 
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Engel lectures .-so others · will learn 
Church 'victim' tells his story 
Editor's note: 
Excerpts from this article 
were taken from an article 
published recently by P.aul 
Engel in The New Haven Ad-
vocate. 
By Jayne Sears 
In April of 1975, Paul Engel 
had a bachelors degree in psycho- · 
logy and was hitchhiking around 
California. In May of 1975, he was 
a walkii:!_~, talking, fund-raising 
robot for Rev. Sun Myung Moon's 
Unification Church. 
Engel was able to leave the 
church, "deprogram" himself, 
and has lectured against the 
church throughout the United 
States and several European 
countries. 
He was at UNH Tuesday and 
was a panel member in the Stu-
rtPnt r.-ovPrnment progri;im 
Engel is a graduate of the Uni-
versity of New York at Bing" -
hampton. Tuesday, he slouched 
and spoke softly about his exper-
iences. As he spoke about the Uni-
fication Church, he appeared re-
laxed and steady, although he 
clutched a leather briefcase con-
taining his lecture information 
close to his chest. 
Engel has thick, dark hair and 
wears dark rimmed eye glasses. 
He is about five feet nine inches 
tall and of average weight. His 
face appears older than his 24 
years, showing traces of the 
strain of his past experiences. 
Engel spoke at Student Govern-
ment's rebuttal to the Unification 
Church presentation held at UNH 
last Tuesday night. 
His story, he charges, is typi-
cal of the Church's recruitment 
and brainwashing practices. 
·charles Wheeler, director of the 
Unification Church in New . 
Hampshire, recently admitted 
these recruitment practices have 
been used by members of the "When I arrived at the house, 
church. I met all these young people who 
Engel was first approached by wen~ forever smiling. There was 
Unification Church members in singing, a short meditation, din-
Los Angeles. He said he rejected ner, and more singing. The lee-
this initial recruitment attempt, ture was given and the concept 
but a later experience with of God was introduced in a scien-
. church members in the Berkeley tific manner. I thought nothing of 
area proved otherwise. it, as I was so involved with these 
"I had lost faith in myself, energetic happy people," wrote 
other people, and the world as a Engel. 
potentially good place," wrote "Initially, I was curious," he 
Engel. "I was disillusioned about said. "I was traveling with no 
personal relationships, and direct purpose. The group was 
~lienated from the world." _ low-keyed, initially. It seemed to 
Engel said when he stopped in have the answers as far as abso-
Berkeley, he met a smiling, lutes and ideals went. They 
dean-cut, "nice guy" who invited seemed like people trying to live 
him to a free dinner which was an ideal type of life. It gave-me 
being given. by people who were a sense of belonging. _ . __ 
"looking for a better way to live." · "I was persuaded to go on a 




Engel, remembering his exper-
ience in Los Angeles, asked the 
.man if this group was in any way _ 
connected with the Unification 
Church. 
"He told me their organization 
was not religious. He denied any 
connectiorr--- with the Unification 
Church or with (Rev.) Moon. I 
was basically deceived, initially 
and then later," said Engel. 
"I_was brought up with virtual-
ly no religion. I came from a 
Jewish cultural background, but 
my family was not religious. I 
eventually turned toward philoso-
phy with a view of the hypocrisy 
of religion," said Engel. 
with its many lectures and group 
acti vitie~, ~et;1ucu to 1 u::ih for-
ward. I felt as though-I-was being 
pushed forward against my will. -
But the activity was so intense 
and incessant, I had no time to 
think about it,'' wrote Engel. 
According to Engel, the week-
ena retreat involved six to eight 
hours of lecturing each day and a 
· small amount of athletic activity. 
"There was no real time for 
discussion or thinking about the 
lec-;·ures. Doubt and disagree-
ment were implicitly frowned 
upon, while revelations from es-
tablished members dominated 
the short discussions," wrote 
Engel. 
"In .the discussions, only the 
positive views were allowed to be 
expressed. They suppressed all 
questions by being cold or putting 
them off until later," said Engel. 
"Someone was with me all the 
time--even when I went to the 
bathroom. My initial reaction 
was that it was strange, but that 
I could put up with it for the week-
endi: '_said Engel. 
Moon filtn is not shown 
Wheeler 
continued from page 1 
Wheeler admitted. 
The mistakes Wheeler ref erred 
tp were alleged uses of pressure . 
tactics by the Collegiate Associa-
tion for the Research of Princi-
ples (CARP) a one time front of · 
the Unification Church. In the · 
spring of 1975', CARP left Durham 
amid . allegations • of · brain-
washing, kidnapping and· harass-
ment. Many stupents rEiportedly 
left school at the insis,tence of 
CARP members. 
Wheeler sa1ct, "Recntiting tac-
tics are more high-poweyed than 
I'd like to see. I have seen inci-
dences where we have pressured 
people. I don't see me doing that. 
"For example, at our Boston · 
branch, we recently had a young 
member . who had been in the 
church for. only two or three 
months who was having ques-
tions about what he was doing at 
the church. 
"He wanted to leave the church. 
His parents had come to get him. 
Two Japanese sisters wa.nted to 
talk with him. They tried to forc.e 
him to stay." 
Moon says, 
'Follow me.' 
Although Wheeler said he dis-
likes the pressure tactics; he also 
said, ''Moon sees today as a time 
to gather people at all costs to 
awaken people to the Communist 
threat. If this . means I leaving 
home, it must be done. Moon 
says, 'Follow me.'" 
One question raised during the 
presentation was whether or not 
the Unification church uses "hea-
venly deception.'' 
According to former Unifica-. 
tion Church members in the 
audience, heavenly deception is a 
practice used by church mem-
bers to deceive other people at 
tbe benefit of the Church. Christ. He said, 1 'Moon as the 
When asked wheti1er the Unih- Second Advent is a possibility. 
cation Church practices heaven-· "I believe history will tell that. 
ly deception, Wheeler said, "No Moon talks of world harmony. If 
comment." -...... he can achieve it, he is the Mes-
However, Wheeler said, siah." 
"There has been----- deception fo Wheeler said, "My job here in 
fundraising. How can I def end New Hampshire is to teach ideo-
that? It has happened before, it'll" logy, to somehow expose people 
happen again. to the Unification Church. I want 
"In the Unification Church, to establish the church center in• 
people are individuals as in any Portsmouth. 
organization. Sometimes the "I hope · to mend the bad 
pressure to do well makes people_ feelings about the Unification 
compromise their beliefs." Church in Durham through open, 
"I have lied as a Moonie," - candid dialogue. I don't see us 
Muxworthy said, "I was tired Q_{_ having a large force in the area 
being seen as a Moonie. I was- buttonholing people. 
scared oi what I was doing. _ "I want to get to know people 
People would spit at me, one per- better," Wheeler said. "I intend 
son actually hit me. to mail out letters and make my-
"I lied out of fear," she said. self available as a guest speaker 
' 'I pledged to God I would never to various church groups." 
do it again." After his presentation, Wheeler 
Throughout the presentation. said, "This isn't the program I 
the Church's Workshop Methods hoped for." He said he was refer-
were an issue. ring to the technical problems 
"Workshops are an effective with the projection equipment. 
way to teach the Unification "I tried to let people see me as 
Church's Divine Principle,·' said a responsible person," said 
·church member Nora Spurgeon. Wheeler, "not brainwashed or 
"It's a marathon weekend." duped." 
When asked how many people Wheeler said, "I was anticipa-
joined the Church through work- ting more negativity. The au-
shops, Wheeler said, "A lot." dience was polite. ... 
When asked how many "a lot" "When I came to Durham, I felt 
was, Wheeler said, "One quarter resentment and fear," said 
of our members." Wheeler. "The air has to be 
There are approximately 10,000 cleared, that's the motivation of 
members of the Unification my speech tonight." 
Church in the. United States, ac- Acting Vice-Provost of Student 
cording to Wheeler. Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn said, 
When asked to explain the Uni- "The Unification Church's pre-
fication Church's Burine Prin- sentation wasn't successful in 
ciple, Wheeler said, "I can't go clearing the air. 
iDLo tllat too much." He did give "Questions about the organiza-
a basic explanation. tjon still exist and are possibly 
"I came to understand that intensifiE:d. 
Jesus Christ did not come to "Wheeler's interest in 
earth to die," said 'Wheeler, "He gathering people in small groups 
was supposed to usher in the King- bothered me," said Sanborn. · 
dom of God. "That's when the Unification 
· "It is obvious we don't have a · Church was most effective in the 
Kingdom of God today. So per- past." 
haps God is working today. Student Body President Jim 
"Reverend Moon is a man of O'Neill said, "I thought the pre-
God. Meant to speak for God." sentation was boring. Wheeler 
Wheeler intimated that Moon couldn't answer the questions put 
may be the Second Advent of to him." 
Paul Engel 
"It certalltly-f elt wonder£ ul to 
be served, -given such attention, 
and made to feel important. In a 
matter of days, virtual strangers, 
by pleading and persistence, and 
proclamations of love, had suc-
ceeded in elicting my love and 
trust," he wrote. 
''Eventually, it . · just takes 
over," Engel said. "By the end of 
the weekend; l was in complete 
emotional turmoil, with feelings . 
of love, trust and respect,'' 
At the end of the weekend, 
Engel was told that the group . 
was part of the Unification 
Church. He said he was per-
suaded to go on another week-
long seminar. _ 
- In retrospect, Engel wrote, 
"My 'sponsor's' denial of any 
connection with the Unification 
Church was only the first in a 
series of lies I was told. But I 
was made to overlook the lies, 
and the unanswered questions. 
"Lectures started rather low-
keyed, but as the week progres-
sed, they became more emo-
tional," Engel wrote, in refer-
ence to the week he spent with the 
group on a farm in northern Cal-
ifornia. 
"If you became sleepy or tired 
during the lecture, you would be 
kept awake by being asked to 
stand or by having your back)tit 
or rubbed," wrote Engel. 
He said the lecture ended. with 
the announcement that Moon was 
the "Messiah" and the "Second 
Coming of Christ." 
"His (Moon's) supposed suf-
ferings and the miracles he per-
formed were read. Moon's suf-
ferings made Jesus' crucifixiol! . 
;-1terview, page 20 
Church program fails 
to sway many students 
By Gary Langer 
The Unification Church pre-
sentation in the Memorial Union ' 
Building (MUB) Tuesday night 
I failed to sway most students 
from their anti-Unification feel-
ings according to a random sur-
vey of 12 of the 500 who attended. 
All of the students said New 
Hampshire Unification Church 
Director Charles Wheeler, who 
spoke and answered questions for 
the Church, was unprepared and 
unconvincing. 
"The guy (Wheeler) conven-
iently sidestepped almost all the 
questions," said freshman David 
MacDowell . 
Senior John Eline said although 
"Wheeler was a compelling and 
sincere speaker, I don't think 
what he had to say was 
especially reasonable.'' 
Before the program started, 
freshman Brenda Quiet said she 
attended "out of curiosity. I'm 
totally open minded.'' 
After the program, Quiet said, 
"I thought Wheeler tried to show 
people the Church wasn't ~11 that 
bad. He accomplished the op-
posite. 
"I'm scared by it," said Quiet. 
"It all seems so secretive, like 
they're trying to hide some-
thing." 
Most students who attended the 
program agreed they were pre-
viously prejudiced against the 
Unlfication Church. . 
"A lot of people came with bad 
views of the Church,'' said grad-
uate student Sandra Mead. "The 
Church wasn't prepared for as 
long a question and answer per-
iod and there were enough ex-
moonies here so the Church 
members couldn't defend them-
selves. 
"I came here not intending to 
join the Church," said Mead, 
"and I'm still not intending to 
Charles Wheeler 
join." 
"I expected him (Wheeler) to 
be somewhat vague, which he 
was,'' said MacDowell. 
Although Wheeler had said the 
purpose of the presentation was to 
alleviate anti-Unification feelings 
at UNH, many students said they 
thought the ~purpose was to re-
cruit new members for the 
Church. 
''I was outraged," said fresh-
-man Tara Deneka. "It scares me 
for people who aren't informed. 
Their safety is threatened,'' 
Deneka said, "They tried to get 
converts. But Wheeler was so 
apologetic it was embarrassing." 
Students agreed Wheeler's pre-
sentation left many questions 
about the Unification Church un-
answered. 
"I came because I really don't 
know anything about the Unifica-
St~dents, Page 20 
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Tenant/landlord relations vary 
Housing apartments. "We threw out a 
continued from paae 1 couple .of guys who moved in a 
said a tenant at Walter Fischer's bunch of their friends. They were 
duplex apartments on Young throwing beer parties all the 
Drive, who wishes to remain time" and making a lot of noise, 
anonymous. ·'The tub doesn't he said. 
drain, the driveway scrapes the "But the reports I get from the 
bottom of my car, and there are manager are that the people are 
two different locks on the doors, very good, n he added. 
but he only gave us one set of Student lawyer John Barrett 
keys. said he has no idea how many 
"We've called him about ten eviction or damage deposit cases 
times." she said. ''Last semester, he and his partners, Malcolm 
another (Young Drive) house had McNeill and_ I;)avid Bamford, 
a leaking roof. He (the landlord) have handled. Student Govern-
said he put money in the houses ment's Legal Services Commit-
over the summer· and didn't tee records show a total of 59 stu-
want to put money into fixing dents sought their help in April 
the driveway." and May of this year. Of those, 17 
Fischer said, "As far as a leak needed follow-ups. 
in the roof and me not putting any Barrett said, "Any case we've 
money into the house, you can tell been involved in for eviction or a 
her for me she's full of horse- threat of eviction, we have never 
shit." _ lost." He also said he and Mal-
Fischer, whose duplexes rent for colm MacNeill have never lost a 
$390 a .seme:ste1- fur t:acll of the case 1nvo1v1ng damage deposit 
six tenant students, continued, returns. 
"We put in a whole new roof for Betsy Quigley, a tenant at 
that house, which cost us about Matthew Cutter's Chestnut Hill a-
$2,000 to put in a .Dat roof. There partments, said she is with-
is still a leak but we couldn't holding her rent until Cutter 
find out just where it was. We makes repairs she has requested. 
checked it last Saturday and have Barrett said this is a "very 
found out where it is. We're going risky" strategy. "If a tenant is 
to fix it." withholding the rent and is 
He said he could not comment proved wrong (about being de-
about any problems with keys or nied services in the lease), he's 
a driveway scraping a tenant's going to be evicted." ' 
car if he did not know who had A better alternative, said Bar-
the complaint. But he said, "If rett, is suing the landlord through 
I have a leak in these roofs. I'm , him or one of his partners, 
going-fo fix them. Isn't that what Malcolm MacNeill and Steven 
you'd do?" Bamford. "It's easiest to sue the 
Other Fischer tenants said landlord. There's no risk at all." 
their basement.was flooded Mon- The student lawyers receive 
day. Tenant Stephen Hyndman $16,500 a year from Student Ac-
. said, "The foundation was crack- tivity Tax (SAT) money to repre-
ed. They had a guy out here to- sent students, according to Stu-
day (Tuesday) to look at it." dent Legal Services Committee 




Hyndman and his housemates 
said they are basically satisfied 
with Fischer as a landlord. 
''We've been pretty lucky," said 
dydman. ''Someone usually 
comes out right away. The floor 
in the bathroom leaks. They 
stopped the leak, but they're 
going to have to put in a new 
floor. We've had an average a-
mount of maintenance. He's been 
very fair with us--we can't argue 
at all." 
Tenants in one of Ernest Cut-
ter's apartment houses are not so 
satisfied. Residents of one of his 
places on Main Street, managed 
by Robert Audet, have had to 
cope with a leaking roof, broken 
drainage pipes in the bathroom 
and faulty heating. 
Philippa Benson shares a three 
lredroom apartment on the top 
floor of the house with two room-
mates. Together they pay $305 
a month. Pointing to the steam-
ing radiator in the kitchen, she 
said, "Audet took the knob off, 
so we can't regulate the heat. 
He said turning it on and off 
all the time would cause the wa-
ter in it to condense or some-
thing." 
"I'm not the one who handles 
the service area," said Audet. "I 
handle renting the apartments 
and the money aspects, but I 
have a foreman who does the ser-
vice.'' 
He said of the heating problem, 
"The thermostat is set high dur-
ing the day and low at night. We 
are working on it. .That's an old 
house so the heat is all on one 
line. Some apartments will be too 
~ot, others will be cold.'' 
Benson and another tenant who 
asked that his name not be used 
said the roof has leaked badly 
during this season's heavy rains. 
"We've talked to him at least half 
a dozen times and nothing is hap-
pening. They said -they couldn't 
understand where the leak is 
coming from,'' said the bottom 
floor tenant. 
Buffum said he nas only 
evicted one group of tenants in 
the 22 months he has had the Lee 
Hertz said the committee 
serves in an advisory capacity to 
the student lawyers. "Every 
other week we meet with the law-
yers" to evaluate cases, she said. 
Students who go to the lawyers· 
are given an evaluation sheet for 
any complaints about the law-
yers. Hertz said the committee 
has only gotten one evaluation 
back in the last year. 
Barrett said he does not always 
agree to represent a student if he 
feels the student has no case. 
"Not all · students are model 
tenants." 
In that case, he would refer the 
student to another lawyer. Bar-
rett said this involves no charge 
to the student. "The lawyer ap-
plies to us for his t~me spent in the 
case and we refer other business 
to him in turn.'' SAT money , 
covers this, he said. 
Sometimes, said Barrett, he 
will advise a student to withhold 
rent. "It depends on the charac-
ter of the breach" of contract, he 
said. "Not all landlords are un-
reasonable. It's a case-by-case 
analysis." He said he takes into 
consideration the facts of the 
case, how long-standing it is, and 
its effects on the landlord and 
tenants. 
"It is not my policy to with-
hold rent without speaking to the 
landlord first,'' he said. 
Barrett said he is involved in 
bringing to court complaints a-
gainst Fischer. Fischer has not 
yet been served. 
Fisc;her said he ''knows 
nothing" about that and his law-
yer has not heard anything. 
He said about three years ago, 
Durham passed a zoning ordi-
nance prohibiting more than five 
unrelated people from living in 
an apartment. Fischer's - du-
plexes hold six on each side a 
violation of this ordinance. "We 
took them to court on it and won 
in Strafford Superior Court and 
the New Hampshire Supreme 
Court," he said. 
Durham Planning Board mem-
ber Rebecca Frost said the 
courts ruled in Fischer's favor 
because he was renting fo more 
than the limit before the ordi-
nance was passed. 
Durham Fire Prevention Offi-
cer Lieutenant Donald Bliss said 
Durham has no strict .safety re-
quirements for apartments. A-
partment safety is regulated by 
the New Hampshire Life Safety 
Code. 
''There has never been a coor-
dinated effort to schedule inspec-
tions" of apartments, said Bliss. 
"We have a student who is set-
ting up a schedule for apartment 
buildings to decide how often to 
inspect them." Inspections occur 
on a complaint basis. He said a 
proposal to localize enforcement 
will be voted on at Durham's 
town meeting in March. 
"Complaints are a long, drawn-
out process/' said B1iss, without 
saying how many complaints he 
has received. He notifies a land-
lord of J1ny violations, and if the 
landlord does not comply, the 
State Fire Marshall is brought in. 
Last year, a local tenant at Do-
ver's Westgate apartment com-
plex, Fred Hatch, started a 
tenant's union. Langan said he 
was in favor of starting another, 
although he did not say when he 
would initiate action to form one. 
"The question is, is therP. a 
need for a tenants' union? Should 
it be established?" Bianco asked. 
"I've been at universities where 
there was a definite need. But it 
has to be apart from the Univer-
sity for the integrity of the Uni-
versity and the integrity of the 
tenants' union. I would not favor 
a tenants' union that was an ap-
pendage of the University.'' 
He. said Audet has told him 
someone would be coming out to 
fix the dripping ceiling but gave 
"no specific time." 
He continued, "He has been 
pretty good about the bathrooms: 
They sawed off the pipes under-
neath the shower stall to fix the 
leak. It looks bad mostly because 
of the rust.'' 
Benson said Audet sends repair 
people out fairly quickly but the 
repairs are "as minor as he can 
get.,, 
Some of Albert Buffum 's 
tenants at the Sunnyside Apart-
ments in Lee said they get good 
service from Buffum's manager, 
George Lemoyne. 
"You don't have to worry," 
said tenant Frank Butler. 
"George is compulsively atten-
tive to taking care of the apart-
ments. Nothing gets by him--if 
there's a tile coming up in the 
bathroom or he hears a funny 
noise, George fixes it." 
'There are some 
pretty bizarre 
· rules in 
the lease' 
Butler said ''nothing major'' 
has occurred, except for a plugged 
drain -which was fixed ngnt-a-
way. He used to live in Buffum's 
Northside Apartments across the 
street and said, '' At the other 
place, my window was always 
iced up because the heat was low, 
but at this place, if anything, it's 
a little too hot.'' 
Kathy O'Neill said she has had 
no problems with maintenance at 
Sunnyside ''The manager is 
really good about that," ·she said. 
''There's been nothing really.'' 
The rent at Btifturn's apartment 
went up be an average of $10 a 
-month over last year. Large ef-
ficiency apartments, with a com-
bination living room/kitchen, 
rose from $142 to $152. One bed-
room apartments were $152 and 
are now $165; two bedroom apart-
ments went from $185 to $195, ac-
cording to Buffum. Rent includes 
utilities. 
Butler said, "There are some 
pretty bizarre rules in the lease. 
You have to pay two dollars a 
night for visitors. You can't have 
people staying in your apartment 
if you're going to be gone for 
more than two hours. 
"It gets to be a bit cumbersome 
sometimes," continued Butler. 
"Sometimes I have friends who 
come up from Virginia, where 
I'm from. I was gone to class for 
five hours once before I knew a-




CRAFTS FAIR: Sponsored by the Forest Park Day 
Care Center. East-West Park, 9:30-4:30 p.m. (In.case of rain 
the fair will be held in the Merrimack Room, Memorial 
T Jnion.) 
FACULTY LECTURE: "Energy Resources and Demands," 
Don Melvin, Director, Electrical Engineering. New England 
Center, 8 p. m. Advance registration at DCE required for 
I admission. Sponsored by Speakers ~ureau. 
HOMECOMING SQUARE DANCE: With Jack Perron 
calling. MUB PUB, 8 p.m.-12:30 a.m. Sponsored by the 
Mini Dorms. 
HOMECOMING DANCE WITH RICK BEAN: Combina-
tion of oldies and disco. Granite State Room, Memorial 
Union, 8 p.m.-1 a.m. Admission 25 cents. Sponsored by 
Area II Presidents Council. 
SATURDAY ,October 22 
CRAFTS FAIR: Sponsored by the Forest Park Day 
Care Center. East-West Park, 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (In case 
of rain, the fair will be held in the Merrimack Room, 
Memorial Union.) 
HOMECOMING: General registration for alumni, Paul 
Sweet Oval, Field House, 10 a.m.-noon. 
ADMISSIONS INFORMATION SESSION: McConnell 
Hall, 10:30 a.m. 
HOMECOMING HOUSE AND DORMITORY 
DECORATIONS: Judging, 10:30 a. m. Sponsored by 
Panhellenic/Interfraternity Council/Residence Halls. 
CHICKEN BAR-B-QUE: Donations of $3 will go to the 
Agricultural Alumni Scholarship Fund. Chicken "To Go" 
will be available for tailgaters in the Oval. (Advance reser-
vations strongly recommended.) Paul Sweet Oval, Field 
House, 11 ~.m.-lp.m. 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Rhode Island and Connecti-
cut, Lewis Field, 11 a.m. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: Massachusetts, Memorial 
Field, 11 a.m. 
PARADE OF DORM AND HOUSE FLOATS: Featuring 
antique cars and "King" the pony. Main Street to Field 
House, 12:30 p.m. Sponsored by Panhellenic/lnterfratern-
ity Council/Residence Halls 
PREGAME FESTIVITIES: Cowell Stadium, 1 p.m. 
MEN'S FOOTBALL: Northeastern, Cowell Stadium, 1:30 
p.m. General admission $3. Reserved seats $4.50. Cheering 
contest and presentation of awards d~ring the game. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OPEN HOUSE: Dedication of 
the Alumni Center Fund Honor Roll. John S. Elliot Alumni 
Center, Edgewood Road, 4 p.m. 
OPEN HOUSE: Fraternities, Sororities, Residence Halls,4 
p.m. 
SCOPE CONCERT: Arlo Guthrie, Field House, 8 p.m. 
Student tickets $3.50, in advance, General admission $5, 
all tickets at the door $5. 
CELEBRITY SERIES AND UNIVERSITY THEATER: "A 
Funny Thing Happened 'on the Way to the Forum," starring 
Arnold Stang. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students/ 
senior citizens/military $4 in advance. General admission 
$5.50. 
MUB PUB: Night Life Band, Rock & Roll, 8 p.in. 
SUNDAY,October 23 
PROJECTIONS: "OLIVER!" From the Dicken's novel 
I Oliver Twist. Strafford Room, Memorial union, 7 and 10 
p.m. Admission 75 cents or MUSO Film Pass. 
TRIBUTE TO TONY CALDWELL: A Program of music 
1 and readings in honor of Tony Caldwell, Associate Profes-
sor of English and Humanities, who died in Scotland .this 
summer. Students, faculty, and members of the community 
are invited. (Since seating capacity is limited, everyone 
planning to attend should call English Department (862-
1313) to reserve a place .' Bratton Recital Hall, PCAC, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Big Daddy J_ohn Hobbs, D.J., Oldies, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, October 24 
STUDENT NURSE ORGANIZATION PROGRAM: Slide 
show and presentation on new developments in heart 
surgery. Dr. Cox, heart surgeon from Texas. Forum Room, 
Library, 7-9 p.m. Donation SO cents. Refreshments will be 
served. 
MUB PUB: "Open Mike." Anybody's talent. Come in and 
be heard, 8 p.m. 
THE NEW HAMP.SHIRE is published and distributed semi-weekly through-
out the academic year. Our offices are loca.ted in , the Memorial Union 
Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office Rm. 108. Business hours 
Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2. Yearly subscrip-
tion $9.00. Second class postage paid at Durham, N.H. Total number 
of · r · nte t Castle Publications Plaistow N. H. 
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• notices 
GENERAL 
CONCERT BAND AUDITIONS: Open to all inter-
ested musicians . Rehearsals are held Mondays and 
Wednesdays from 6:30-8 p.m . Sign up sheets posted 
in Paul Creative Arts Center. 
OFFICIALS NEEDED for High School State Cross 
Country meet to be held October 31, Cowell Stadium. 
See John Copeland, Room 166, Field House, or call 
862-1850. 
CAREER 
i CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP : Module C: 
Skills Assessment. Tuesday, October 25, Se11ate Room , 
Memorial Union, 3: 30-5 p.m. 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Learn job-getting 
techniques. Tuesday, October 25, Hillsborough-Sullivan 
Room, Memorial Union, 6:30p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
IVCF PRESENTATION: "The Student and his Local 
Church Important? You bet." Pastor Roy Swanson, 
Durham Evangelical Church, 7: 30 p.m. Friday, October 
21. Meeting place to be announced-. Call 2-2600 or 
2-1163, or check at the Information Center, Memorial 
Union. · 
· CONCERNED GAYS: Meeting, Monday, October 24, 
Room 320, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. We can be reached 
through our mailbox in the Student Activities Office, 
Memorial Union. 
CLUB SPORTS 
SQUASH CLUB : Meets Tuesday, October 25, Field 
House courts, 8 p.m. 
SAILING CLUB: Meeting, October 24, Grafton Room, 
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m . 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 
INDOOR TRACK PRACTICE : Daily,. Field House, 
1-4 p.m. The finest track team of the seventies has 
begun its workouts. Where are you? See John Copeland, 
Room 166, Field House or call 862-1850. 
; RELIGION 
THE COMPATIBILITY OF SCIENCE AND RELI-
GION: Movie and iecture presented by President 
Jae R. Ballif of the Boston Mission. Friday, October 
21, chapel on Alumni Drive, Portsmouth , N.H., 7 p.m . 
Sponsored by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints student association. 
Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampsffire will print tach item only 
once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar inforqrntion to the Ac[minfatration 0 ;_. 
fice, Room 322, Memorial Union by4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and j4 p.m. Thursday for the follow-
ing Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be directed to The New HamvsTiire staff. 
• i --
TONIGHT & SATURDAY 
Bob Frost & Tom Hall 
English, Irish & Scottish Pub Music 
NEXT WEDNESDAY &THURSDAY 
Irish traditions and Music 




77 Daniel St. 
_ Portsmouth· 
431-5186 
Students rebut Moon 
Rebuttal 
continued from page 1 
bers, was well received by the 
400-member audience. 
"I think the kids appreciated 
what we did," O'Neill said. 
O'Neill moderated the presen-
tation, but ex-Moonies Jaqueline 
Katz, Paul Engel an.d Carl and 
Martha Waranowski handled all 
questions and most of the discus-
sion. 
F.n!lel referred to himself as a 
"victim" not a member, of the 
Unification Church. He was a 
church member for approximate-
ly six weeks. Engel said at the 
outset that he wanted "to make a 
distinction between some of the 
people who are involved with the 
church who are here tonight, and 
the organization itself.'' 
With that, Engel led into the 
documentary, a segment of 
NBC's News shgw "Weekend" 
which was originally aired in 
May, 1075. Tho film inch.~d?~ :;1 re-
view of the church 's achv1hes on 
the . West Coast (including des-
cription of intense trai11:ing ses-
sions), in New York and included 
footage of the investigation into 
the one-time church affiliate, the 
Collegiate Association for t_he Re-
search of Principles (CARP) at 
UNH two year ago. 
The film highlighted the finan- . 
cial affluence of the church, 
which owns a $600,000 estate in 
Tarrytown, N.Y., and a 600 acre 
farm in northern California. 
The film charged Rev. Sun 
Myung Moon and his church with 
deceptive fund-raising tactics 
and showed examples of the 
mental duress which young mem-
bers of the church were exposed 
to during indoctrination. 
The film also included excerpts 
fro.m the "Divine Principles" of 
Moon, entitled "Master Speaks." 
These teachings center on the 
-principles and doctrines of the 
Church. Some of the teachings 
included: 
--"The whole world is in my 
power and I will conquer and sub-
jugate the world; 
--"We know those who hate us 
most are the Christian people. 
They hate us because they are 
possessed by S.itan; 
__ :iii the United States con-
tinues in its corruption and we 
find among its senators and Con-
gressmen, no one capable ·of our 
needs, we can make Senators and 
Congressmen out of our mem-
bers." 
¼!Uestions after the film cen-
tered on the personal experiences 
of the panel members and on 
specific aspects of the church's 
recruitment and indoctrination 
tactics. 
Martha Waranowski, a 1977 
UNH graduate, was a church 
member for two years and eight 
months. She said she practiced 
the "Heavenly Deception" which · 
is used by church members to 
solicit needed funds through de-
ception . 
"I·must say I decci?ed people," 
she said. "I't got to the point 
where I felt I was doing it out of 
the purest intentions, out of 
feeling of love.'' 
She said Moon teaches "orily 
absolute obedience" and that he 
"places value judgements where 
the Bible doesn't place value 
judgements." 
"When I was a Moonie," she 
said, "I thought I had my free 
will. But the only way to be free 
is to do what Moon says. That is 
changing the definition of free-
dom." 
Waranowski and her husband 
Carl, drove to Durham from Bos-
ton when they heard about the 
program. 
Katz said she felt, "Charlie 
(Wheeler, New Hampshire direc-
tor of the Unification Church) 
was being deprogrammed i:o-
night. But it probably won't work, 
because he's going home.'' 
Engel reiterated that all the 
Rebuttal, page 8 
****1rk******i' 
UNHSALUTES 
GREAT AMERICAN HEROES 
Who says that 
MEAT & POTATOES make 
GOOD ATHLETES? 
These UNH football stars 




* * * * 
*************1rk******** 
Saturday,October22 
10:30 a.m. Dorm and House Decorations Judging 
12:30 p.m. Parade, Main Street to Field House, 
Dorm and House Floats, Antique Cars 
1 :30 p.m. Football vs. Northeastern 
Cheering Contest 
Presentations of Awards 
8:00 p.m. 
A Funny Thing Happened On The Way 
To The Forun, Johnson Theater 
Sponsored by Celebrity Series 
and University Theater 
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A wild Watkins Glen weekend 
Watkins Glen 
continued from paQe 2 
back, George had kicked them 
out and they were out in the car.'' 
"I don't really ·have anything 
valid to bitch about. It was my 
responsibility." She said the 
rules are "rigidly enforced." 
Sunnyside Manager George 
Lemoyne said he has had "no 
trouble whatsoever" with 
tenants. "They're very good--a·-
bout the best you can get.'' 
, partments , they were clean. 
Some of them get 100 per cent of 
(the deposit) back, some get a-
bout 98 per cent back. If there are 
any broken chairs, any broken 
windows, they get charged for it. 
Anything they get charged for is 
a legitimate claim. I would say 
about 98 per cent of my people 
get it a ll back. " 
Fischer said he will be con-
ducting " four inspections" of the 
duplexes for their condition. "If 
Cmpus 
G of Durha Xerox9200 m "Ready made copy -PY 47 Main Street - Tel. 868-2450 Same day service " 
• Complete personal resume service 
• only 7 cents per copy 
e Avuid waiting, save 
time & money with us 
"The guest charge is intended 
to limit the number of people 
living in the building," explained 
Buffum. "The difficulty in 
renting apartments to students is 
if two students rent, five might 
move in. These terms were in the 
lease when I inherited the proper-
ty and they have worked success-
fully." 
Buffum said there is a charge 
of $35 a mo·nth for "more than 
three people in a two bedroom a -
partment. But in the length of 
time I've had this building, I've 
never received the full charge." 
Many tenants have complained 
in the past about security de-
posits not being returned when 
they move out. Said landlord Buf-
fum, "I was just in there yester-
day (Wednesday) with a bank of-
ficial to check the apartments. 
Every one of them was in imma-
culate condition." He said most 
}!~~~~&!~::;~:~~r~: ~ ' ~,w .. , '"ilaeW"~~. w. i~ 
ii[*~f ~:i);l7J I P 7 ~~=-~r;;ct ~ He also said since getting the Sunnyside Apartments in Jan-uary of 1976, he has only collected 
about twelve dollars in guest 
charges. 
'of the damage deposits are usual-
ly returned to the tenant. He 
charges a $195 deposit for apart-
ments with a separate living 
room and $185 for those without. 
Lemoyne said the apartments 
.are inspected before the tenant 
moves out. 
bus~ windows, and stoves,'' _but \: ~t0ffl0\1to. ).1 J. 0350} ~~ ];( 
not m the last few years, he said. :::;. Across From E M L T 
"If you clean up and get George 
on your side, you don't have to 
worry,·· :mill Butler. "~ometlmes 
he lets you off on the two dollars." 
O'Neill said, "If I'd thought 
they- ( the rules) were going to be 
enforced, I wouldn't have signed, 
but I was desperate." She added, . 
Fischer's damage deposit is 
$100 per tenant. "We left the a-
partment clean when we left, but 
he still took out for cleaning.'' 
Fischer said over the summer 
he had the duplexes cleaned. 
''When they went mto these a-
Fischer said three or four years r$~ . • · 1 • oewe heatre 
ago, he evicted a grouo of stu- PRE~~ & CASUAL BOOTS & OTHER FOOTW[AR 
dents who had rented over the s·~, d . . 
summer. "We found 25 peoplel .. can 1nav1an 
e~~~~~ri~~~:;hhee ir~~- :.If?t~:e :,:::: . 
Watkins Glen, page 19 Clogs 
OVERNIGHT PARKING REMINDER Widest Selection 
In The Area 
HOURS: 
\ l'i.'.">n .-Sat . 9:30-5 :30; 
fri. Till 9:00 
I 
Overnight parking is prohibited in all University 
parking areas except Lots A, E, and E1 from November i 
thru March 31 to facilitate snow removal. Illegal 
overnight parking will result in a $5.00 fine and 
will be subject to tow at owners expense. 
VISA <:! 
UNH TRAFFIC BUREAU 
• Autumn Break.fast Spec.iols. Yun,-my. 
7:30 a .m. _, 10:30 a .m. 
Cheese omelet & toast 
2 fried eggs, 
homefries, & toast 
. 2 scrambled eggs, 
homefries, and toast 
: trench toast & sausage 
• blueberry pancakes 
& sausage 
~ plus juice & coffee - . 
the 
· works .. . 
It's here ... 
Speedy Checkout 









(with presentation of student I.D.) 
Choose from our fine selection of 
Dress and Sport shirts, sweaters, 
ties, and Ladies · shirts all at low 
factory prices 
STORE HOURS MON-SAT 9:00-5:00 
SUNDAY 1:00-5:00 
Hathaway Factory 0utlet 
Wells Corner Shopping-Center 
·Route 1, Wells Maine 
. .1 
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Sunday, October 23 
8 p.m. Carroll-Belknap, MUB 






AT 7: 15 and 9:05 
The spirit of '69 ... 
when the lights turned off ... 
the kids turned on! 
MEL VIN SIMON presents 
A WALTER SHENSON Production 
"THE CHICKEN CHRONICLES" 
I Special guest star PHIL SILVERS I 
Introducing STEVEN GUTTENBERG Starring ED LAUTER 
LISA REEVES· MERIDITH BAER • BRANSCOMBE RICHMOND 
WILL SH TZER and KUTEE • Screenplay by PAUL DIAMOND 
Produced by WALTER SHENSON · Directed by FRANCIS SIMON 
Music by KEN LAUBER ""'' AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES Release 
HEAR 9 HIT SONGS OF THE W.. 
Original soundtrdck album evallable 
on United Artists records and tapes 
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· Apartments open in Newmarket 
By Carol Sadofsky . range in price from $175-$250 per 
Sliding Rock Apartments. The month, not including heat and 
name implies the new comple£is utilities. 
build on a geographic (ault, out · Betty Varney, rental manager 
residents have yet to report any for the company, says the project 
tremors. was completed in three months. 
The Newmarket complex, built Apartments began opening Sept. 
by Walter W. Cheney, Inc., has 1. "It was very unusual to get 
28 units of one, two and three them done in such a short time," 
bedroom apartments. They she says. "We had to push since 
so many people were waiting 
to move in." 
Viewed from the outside, the 
two-story complex looks like a ski 
lodge. Contrary to the usual blue-
collar, millish, Newmarket at-
mosphere, it is surrounded· by 
woods. and the air smells like 
Sliding Rock, page 18 
Student Governm.ent counters church 
Rebuttal all of me, my mind, body and 
continued from page 6 soul. Basically, I had to depro-
panelists felt all people should be gram myself." 
able to believe what they want. O'Neill later issued a warning 
"We're just talking about psycho- to students that, should they feel 
logical mind manipulation and harassed from any group on cam-
freedom of choice," he said. pus, "be it a religious group, 
_During the question and an- • magazine salesman or anybody, 
swer session, Engel said he felt there are people available who 
the cult was "s.elfish. It wanted will protect your rights." He ur-
FRANKLIN 
THEATRE 





''THE MALTESE FALCON'' 
continuous showings from 6: 30 on 
Casablanca shown first and last 
Sun only Oct. 23~ 
6:30-8:30 
''The Harder They Come'' 





ged students to report any such 
iru:!.tdents to the Dean of Students 
Office or to residence hall staffs. 
All panel members said they 
felt they learned something from 
their experiences with the Unifi-
cation Church "I think I learned a 
great deal from my experience~," 
Engel said. "But I don't want 
anybody else to have to go 
U11 uug!J Un: ltell I went tllruugh. 
Especially coming out, that's 
when it really was ... well, hell.'' 
Acting · Vice-Provost for Stu-
dent Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn 
said after the program, ''I cer-
tainly think the programs, in to-
tal, accomplished what Student 
Government wanted to happen. 
They created an awareness of the 
Unification Church and raised 
questions about practices and in-
consistencies." 
"I felt it was a very good pro-
gram," O'Neill said. "I only wish 
it could have been longer.'' 
BILL STAINES 
National Yodeling Chamoion 
AT 
THE 
with: Carl Watanabe 
FRIDAY & SA TU RDA Y 
STONE CHURCH 
NEWMARKET 
FINE QUALITY DESIGNER 
MENSWEAR & ACCESSORIES 
!/-~ P[portsmoutli 
. - ____:..---






. t - -
TOMORROW NIGHT at 8:00 P.M . . · . 
· in the FIELD HOUSE 
Tickets available .at-MUB Ticket Office I• --
. Today is the LAST DAY for 
$. 3.50 Student prices. 
All tickets $.5.00 
day of show at the door. 
. . 
All seats General Admission l 
PAGE TEN 
A great place should serve 
great food. Ri.ght? 
....... . Right! 
ENJOY US BEFORE AND 
AFTER THE GAME 
ME NE·w HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY OCTOBER 21, 1977 
UNH will continue limited 
spending despite state budget 
By Donald Burnett h ·ct b f b l d b·. d · · · · 1 UNH will have to continue e sai , e ore a a ance u get its or~gi1:3a request for state ap-
operating on a limited budget" can be formulated. prdpriabons. 
through the month of November "We don't have any choice. We I During the spring and summer 
despite yesterday's passage by have to come out with a bal- . months of this year, the legisla-
. the state legislature of a $52 anced b.udge~," said Bruce Poul- . ture ~rimmed the Univt:rsity Sy-
million University System bien~ • ton, Umversity System Chancel- stems budget. request m an ef-
nial appropriation, according to · lo:; . . fort to reach fmal approval on a 
Allan Prince, UNH's vice provost We want _to mamtam .at all s.tate budget. ~y July 1, the dead-




on at lme for passmg ~ budget, four 
"We'll have our own little con- UNH, Poulton said. We re a- orop~s~ls were reJected. 
tinuing resolution'' until further ~are o~ the_ fact_t~at when there A Jomt ~ouse-Senate Con~er-
approval of the budget is given 1s a ~aise m tmbon, we may be ence Comm!ttee, made up of five 
by the University System Board denymg somebody access be- representatives and three sena-
of Trustees Prince said earlier c~use of cost. We'll try to keep tors, was then formed to resolve 
this week. ' tu!~ion a~ low ~s we <:an." the dif~erences. . . 
Prince said financial officers The fmancial officers at each To give the committee time to 
at each of the University Sy- college and the System's budget work out a solution, the legisla-
stem 's four campuses must now of~icer will look at the P,~rtio~s t~e. passed an~ extend.ed a con-
review the budget passed by the go~ng t~ eac~ campus, said tmumg res~luhon which . gave 
legislature and put together a Prmce. They 11 take a fresh l?ok state agencies the authority to 
balanced budget favorable to the at any new revenues commg spend funds at last year's level 
trustees · from the state and make recom- despite the lack of a budget. The 
Prince said that among the men~auons .to the tru:;tees. ·: s~conct res01uuon exptrea last 
many decisions to be made in Prmc.e sa1? the rebal~ncmg of mght. . 
finalizing a budget is the ques- the Umversity budget 1s neces- Th_e Conference Committee 
tion of whether or not a tuition sary because of the. many con~1?ered several proposals for ::l increase is needed to meet rising changes made b)'. the !eg1slature. rP.v1smg the state budget. One, N QTI CE· { \:= operational costs. "That kind of The current Umv~r~1ty Syste~ U , , Ii There are openings in the Depart-I dsecision must be---made early on," budgeht falls $ld2 milhon short 01 nivers1ty, page 18 
1:::;!.ment of Physical Education for fresh- :~Iii\ tate passes ll get 
::!!:Iman or sophomore students who wish ll\:l  ~ti~~nued from page 1 whether they were starting new trary tour per cent expected 
:_•._::.i_•.·. to enter the followin_ g areas of study: l,f . ,/:.i,l_i, ating on a continuing resolution which includes the footnotes. j overage or lapse ($16,572,948) 
since July 1. The temporary re- Since the House has approved the I saying it was used to "create the 
•· f : soJution limited spending to the budget, they have also approved illus10n or a balanced budget." 
1. Teacher Certl. f1· ca't1· on l, _ :',_1:,:i',_1.:_··.. 1!!!1tennium budget spending neiro~!~s1~g~~~~~ha~~~ det~cier co;~i~i 1~~Jce:er~~~\~:~~~r::~ The budget was passed without • Chris Spirou CD-Manchester), figure of excess expenditures 
a general sales or income tax. spoke in opposition to the budget, from past years. "Over the 
2. Exercise Specialist II New Hampshire is the only state calling it "an unconditional sur- course of the biennium, not all the 
y without such means of revenue. re~der to the State Sena~e." money is spent," said Tucker . 
.. 3. Pre-Physical _Th era PY 1:~:: prTa~T~~;a3o~!~ft!0~~itpt~~: hu~a~~~~~i:~; a~~rr::~:r~:p\~; ~~n ~:~mc~~t 0{if~~!/~~;:nt~! 
+· ker (R-Claremont) presented the promises, confusmg statements senate's conservative estimate of / 4 Spo· rts Commun1· cat1· on ::;:: budget (House Bill 1000) to the ?nd outright lies/7 said Spirou three per cent." 
:: • =::: House calling it "the best we can If?- re~erence to his study of the Spirou also protested: > M do. fmahzed budget proposal. " I --a 3.5 million dollar deletion \{ 5 Athletic Training ::1:1: "There's lots we could do dif- looked for how well we kept our of pollution grants to cities and 
r• . Applications for transfer will be ac-f ~f if i~~~~~~:q;i ~:iif r~~,~~ !:•::: ::~:::::: ;~~:~rf ~t~;~ri~c~~~j~d:~ 
' cepted until Friday November 4. Seel/I; support because the state of New ment smce last July, and found --a $1350000 reduction in work-
••:: Hampshire needs an operating only bitter political headlines, men's ~om
1
pensation benefits for 
Dr. Phyllis Hoff, Chairperson, Room/iji/i budget. " salutes to th_e _flag of Taiwan, st-ate employees ; 
- ,,. The approved budget includes cables from Chma and demands --a $500 ooo reduction in the 
{: 101A, New Hampshire Hall for an ap-lill: 112 footnotes , (112 additional and accusations by a couple of Medical Assistance Program in 
._,_:._• .. ·.·. p11·cat1·on form or add1·t1·onal 1·nforma~.t,_:_.,,=_,._',_:=,:,: .... • sources of revenue) which have self-righteous state senators. I the Division of Welfare · and - been added in months of debate looked for a budget to run our --"the untold thousa~ds of dol-






salad, baked potato 
$4.25 
·al)· 
43 Main Street 
Putting 
this 
face .·· . •. ·, 1, . 
· in your future .. 
Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can · 
help plan your financial future with 
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's 
leadet in life insurA.nce for college seniors. 
Find out about-College Master. . 
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster® 
Field .\ssociate in your area: 
John Van Epps 
PlagiarisJD 
Plagarism 
continued from page 3 
. faculty members today who said 
Maybe we just haven't bee~ . 
s~art enough to catch any ' '' 
said Warden. ' 
Liberal Arts' Neilson said he 
would have to go th h student's fl . roug each 
: . . I e m order to deter- i 
mme how many cases had oc-
curred recently. 
Most deans wno were contacted 
indicated that many cases of 
plagiarism never went beyond 
faculty members. Said Vincent, 
"There may be some cases that 
have ,come up between faculty 
and student.'' 
Warden said, "Situations come 
up that are dealt with between 
teacher and student." 
"Some cases," said Rich, 
"could be happening between 
faculty and student, and I 
wouldn't know about these." 
"La:,t year " :,aid I'ien;;e " one 
case was rep~rted in (the School 
of) Health Studies. The case 
comes to the office of the dean 
when a professor decides he will 
report the c~se. '' 
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CONSERVE your 
ENERGY, TIME and MONEY 
Just in time for fall special:" 
FREE shampoo & conditioner 
with every(Qo/cP..@ · 
style cut & blow dry 
Total Price $6. 50 
Hours: Mon - s~t CLS appointments or w~lk in 
· Th fll 8 29 Mam St. 









Tues. Oct 25 - 4:00 
at the horse barn 
Sponsored by 
· the UNH Horseman's club 
Come one, come alH 
11S HE"E ~ AT GALLAGHER'S SPORT CENTER ' 
@\\ ~ > 
DENIM BOOT 
AND TOTE BAGS 10% OFF 
Adult Ski Specials ~ EfflA SPECIAL DEALS - THURS. - FRI. - SAT, - ONLY ~ 








Fischer Comet Skis, Tyrolia 150 Bin-
dings, Tecnica Condor Boots, Alum. 
Poles, Mount & Release Check. 
K2 Lotu5 Skis. Look Gt Bindir,g3, 
Scott Polea, Mo,,mt & Release Check. 
1 With Leather Boots. 3 Pin 





1ow 519915 Now, 
59995 
$134~5 Value 
S212, l0 Value 
ss POLES $14.95 Value NowSS00 
ADULT BOOT SPECIALS 
'18 Dynafit Hot II & Contessa II 
'78 Nordica & Hanson Boots 
'77 Nordica & Hanson Boots 
'18 · Caber Professional $110. Value 
'18 Richaile Jet $65 Value 
30°/4. off 
1 O"k off . 
40% off 
'77 San Marco & Caber Boots 60% Off 
Limi1.;,,:t Sites 
ADULT CLOTHING 
4'1% Off SARANAC DOWN 
MITTENS Were 12.9S 
family Si,ing X~-XL, Navy & Black 
20% Off! RANIER $519 6 DOWN PARKAS -Now . , . 
Were $84.95 - All Sizes in Stock 
SZIZ,50 Value 
•71 12, OLIII . 
AND NEICEL SIIES All 
&reat Pumpkin Prices For 
Junior Boots 
t~.f imo v11. s30, 
ltctintoltstt 
11-3, $40.00Vil• 









JUNIOR SKI PACU&E 
"For That Young·Hot Shot" 
Saner Pro Skis. Tyrolia 50 
Bindings, Aluminum poles • .Mount & 
Release Check. 
YOU SAYE S53A5 
10% OFF 
'78 ROSSIGNOLS 1 0% to 40%· OFF 
* 
SSL SNOW DANCE 
By Fischer $140.00 Valut 




FOR THE LITTLE BE&IIIER l 
COMETSKI ctC WITH BINDINGS IOW ' 
129.00 lo 131.00 Values $20 
SIYE '9.llto '11.00 
-JUIIOR SKI PICKl8E 
Cross Country 
Trak No-Wax Junior 
1-C Ski With Bindings 
S3USV11N s271s 
61111 P1111!111in lill -' 
BREIT SIU DEALS FOR 







OLIN JR. IIARK IV 
..------JUNIOR SKI PACUGE------
'~JO Get That Little One Going" 
• A&T Cha_mpion Jr. Ski With Steel Edges, 
S-1000 Bindings, Alum. Poles, Mount & Release Check. 
Value: areal Pumpkin Price: SAVE: 
90 & 10S CM 160.40 139,95 120.45 
120 CM 164.40 '41,95 122.45 
135 CM 166.40 s43,95 122.45 
½ Off! WOOL SKANE 
SKI HATS NOW ~399 ....__SPORT CENTER-----
WERE $6.95 · so, iSLINGTON STREET (NEXT TO PLAZA 800) PORTSrvlOUTH 
SHOP THESE GREAT PUMPKIN BUYS OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. - FRIDAY N.IGHTS 'TIL !J " BANKAMERICARD - MASTER CHARGE 
·-
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editorial-. ----
Act with caution 
The facts are in. Both sides have had their 
say. The decision must be to regard the Unifi-
cation Church with caution and beware of any 
deception or questionable tactics by its members. 
After the Unification Church and Student 
Government programs we~e presented last Tues-
day night, the consensus of most people was that 
the Student Government presentation was much 
more effectire and convincing. The New Hamp-
shire agrees. The Unification Church may even 
have done itself more harm than good. 
Charles Wheeler, director of the Unification 
Church in New Hampshire, was not able to 
show his film, "The Rev. Moon in America" 
because projection equipment did not arrive. 
Therefore, he was not able to make- the presen-
tation he -wanted 
In answering many of the questions put to him 
by the audience, Wheeler appeared both unpre-
pared and unconvjndng. 
He evaded some questions and admitted wrong-
doing on behalf of the Church on others. More 
than once, he threw up his hands and said, 
"How can I defend against that," or "I know that 
happens, but I haven't seen any evidence of it." 
Some examples of this are suspicious fund-raising 
tactics and indoctrination practices. 
At one point, Wheeler claimed not to be a 
theologian. Yet, ten minutes earlier, he said he 
spent two years in the Unification Church's theo-
logical seminary in Barrytown, N.Y. 
Another time, Wheeler claimed "a lot" of Uni- · 
fication Church members did not go through for-
mal training sessions. When pressed on the an-
swer, he added that "about one quarter" of the 
members did not receive formal training. One 
quarter is hardly "a lot." 
On the other hand, the Student Government . 
was well-organized and its speakers were wen-
prepared for comments and questions. They tried 
to temper the bias and the obvious emotionalism 
of the documentary film which was _ sho~n. They 
answered all questions through personal 
experience. 
Speaker Paul Engel still refers to himself as a 
"victim" and not a former member of the church. 
Mr. Wheeler has already asked for more time in 
the MUB so he can screen his film. He said after 
his program on Tuesday that if he got one person 
interested in the Church, the night was a success. 
The New Hampshire maintains the right of all 
groups to have their say, and we will fight to see 
that freedom of religion is kept sacred. But Mr. 
Wheeler and his Church are very intelligent and 
they do not intend to give up on the Durham 
area: They will stay and will try to build up 
their Church's following. 
We urge all students and members of the 
Durhdm communtcy co agatn take a hard look 
at the Unification Church. Take a hard look, be-
cause it would be a shame if rumors of deceptive 
practices, brainwashing and harassment surfaced 
again at UNH. 
Prepare for the increase 
Two questions still remain on the budget situ-
ation. 
First, the governor said he doesn't know what 
he will do on the issue. He said he may veto it. 
He may si_gn it. And he also said he may "hold 
his nose" and let it pass unsigned. . 
One way or the other, the state needs a budget. 
The state also needs a large dose of unify between 
the legislature and the citizens. The best way to 
incite this unity is for the governor to endorse 
the budget and work to make the state function 
on the limited funds. -
The New Hampshire urges Gov. Meldrim 
Welcome back 
This is Alumni weekend. The New Hampshire 
thanks all alumni for coming home again. 
This weekend is the time for roommates who 
haven't seen each other in months to get to-
gether and reminisce about old times. Those 
same roommates can also talk now, about good 
times which are to come. 
We are all glad to see the floor members or 
dorm members who graduated when we were 
freshmen and sophomores. They were the ones 
who got us involved in UNH and exposed us to a 
Thomson to sign the budget into law. We all 
must concede that the crisis has gone on long 
enough. 
The second question involves the University 
appropriation. The University System will work 
for the next t~o years on the same level of 
spending as the past two years. Politicians claim 
that this is not a cut. But with an annual inflation 
rate of nine per cent, what else can it be called? 
Legislators are saying there will be no tuition in-
crease, since a proposed $1.5 million was not cut 
from the appropriation. But with the inflation 
rate, and with the lack of new funding, a tuition 
increase has to be inevitable. The question is, ~ow 
tremendous cross-section oi personalities. 
Alumni have branched out now. They have 
broken into the "real world" which awaits us all in 
the next few years. Hopefully, these alumni can 
now help us prepare for the pressures which are 
to come. 
All too of ten, Homecoming Weekend is con-
sidered the plaything for the fraternities and soror-
ities. Of- course, it's fun for the Greeks to build 
floats and ride into Cowell Stadium on Saturday, 
intent on having a good time. 
much7 
The increase will probably not reach the $200 
figure which has been discussed. However, stu-
dents should be prepared for the increase, despite 
what politicians sa~. 
Out-of-state students received an increase over 
the summer with the current level of spending. 
The same should be expected by in-state students. 
The larger battle has been won. The state has 
a budget. The University did not suffer as much as 
some people expected. But in-state students will 
probable have to suffer. 
Be prepare~ when the decision comes. 
.t:Sut even tor the Greeks, the main thrust of 
the weekend is to meet again with friends, borders 
and brothers and sisters who were ~o important to 
us just a couple of years ago. . 
The word alumni is an all too structured ap-
proach. A more convenient word is friends. It's 
always something special when old friends come 
back, and that is especially true this weekend. The 
bonus is that they all come back at once. 
Thanks again for coming, friends. We're all 
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ment program on Tuesday, Oct. 18. 
Moon 
To the Editor: 
I want to express my warmest ap-
preciation to those who attended the 
Unification Church/Student Govern-
Correction 
In a news brief on Tuesday, 
The New Hampshire reported 
lthat Steve Canavan, president of 
ISCOPE would not respond to 
!Questioning concerning the re-
cent Nils Lofgren concert. 
Canavan could not respond to 
questioning because ot · tfie una-
vailability of figures. 
We regret the error. 
I regret that I was unable to show 
the film , "Rev. Moon in America," 
and as a result, I could not present 
the quality of program that I- had or-
iginally intended and that the f!.N.H. 
community deserves. The patience 
and understanding that wa& expressed 
by the audience, however, was trl:11y 
gratifying to me. I feel that the size 
of the audience and the requests that 
I personally received indicate a strong 
enough interest in the film for me to 
try for another showing, hopefully 
without technical problems. 
I am, therefore, looking into the pos-
sibility of arranging another program 
sometime in the near future . 
Once again, thank you for your re-
sponse and for the courtesy extended 
tome. 
To the editor: 
Charles Wheeler 
Unification Chruch 
I have a daughter who is a third 
year student at UNH. She was presi-
dent of Stoke Hall last year and is an 
About. L11tters 
The New Hampshire a1:;cepts all responsible letters to the editor ·and prints them 
as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter. 
All letters must be typed. double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order 
to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on le: 
tersaretheeditor·s. , · · 
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire. Room 151, Memorial Union 
Building, UNH, Durham N.H. 03824 
R.A. this year. I mention this not to 
brag, <of course I am proud of her) 
but to let you know she is not my 
prime concern. 
I am very concerned about the 
moonies. They prey uoon young adults 
that are having a hard time adjusting, 
qff-campus students that do not have 
· the comraderie ot other students m 
a dorm, etc. 
I have a son, and when he gets to 
UNH, I pray the moonies are not there. 
Please do all in your power to 
keep them away from UNH and 
Durham. 
I have written a similar letter to 
Parenthesis. Maybe working together, 
we can keep out this plague. · 
Thank you. 
·Mrs. Lovell Emery 
To the Editor : 
I would like to take this opportunity 
to express to the Student Body, two 
very personal feelings . The first re-
gards the entire issue and Tuesday's 
program about- the Unification 
Church. The level of discussion on the 
part of everyone was just fanta~tic. 
People were skeptical, yet open-mmd-
ed. Students came out to listen. not 
harass. I think the program was a tre-
mendous success because you made it 
that\\- y. 
My second topic deals with the 1:1P· 
coming election. I can't emphasize 
enough the need for each and, eve_ry 
student to participate in this election. 
The only prerequisite a candidate 
needs is a strong willingness to work. 
I can promise you that a student 
body president whose election is well 
support· · ~ is going to be in a stronger 
position to work for you. 
I hope you think about this and 
please take the interest and time to 




To the Editor : 
Over the past week or so there has 
been some concern as no one has 
shown any interest in running for 
student body president. I am _an- · 
nouncing my candidacy. I am not only 
interested in the position, but feel my 
background and knowledge about the 
entire University System makes me a 
qualified candidate. 
An editorial in Tuesday's issue of 
The New Hampshire describes the 
job of student body presiden~ as one 
which consists of long hours, httle pay 
and a lot of frustration . The job is this 
and more. Student Body President is 
a great challenge and can be useful 
to each student on campus. I have seen 
three student body presidents in my 
three and a half years here. In that 
time I have acquired a good under-
. sta!)~ing . of what the job comprises 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY OCTOBER 21, 1977 
and m what areas our efforts should 
be concentrated. 
Aj'itnrlent body president l'!!~st have 
a thorough knowledge of the ins-and-
outs of the University. 
My experience in student affairs has 
covered many areas of interest. My in-
volvement began as a member of the 
Area II programming board and t~e 
. successful reinstatement of the ski 
team during my sophomore ye~r. 
During my junior year, I was chair-
man of the Senate's Student Welfare 
committee which investigated the visi-
tation issue and eventually found out 
why students are unable to attain this 
right. I served on a special committee 
set up by the Office of Student Affairs 
which successfully created a Board of 
Directors in the MUB with nine stu-
dents representatives. I am presently 
a member of the Student Caucus 
representing Area III and a member 
of the New Hampshire House of Repre-
sentatives. 
There are many important issues 
students should understand. The aca-
demic quality of this institution is one. 
Over the last few years, students have 
witnessed a decline in the general 
quality of education. We've been hurt 
by budget cuts from Concord, an<l will 
be hit with Cw the1 c ub uwiu~ th~ H~Xt 
bi-ennium once the legislature has 
passed a budget. Budget cuts mean a 
reduction in services and an increase 
in tuition rates . The student body 
should express its opinions to those 
people directly involved with the deci-
sion making process. Since we dorrt 
possess direct power to aid i~ decision 
making, we should comrnumcate our 
views with those people who have the 
power. . 
Governance is another issue impor-
tant to students. Last year, the uni-
cameral senate was dismantled after 
eight years because certain members 
of the administration and faculty be-
lieved it wasn't useful. This semester, 
instead of operating under a bi-camer-
al governance system we are solely 
operating through an academic 
senate. In last year's senate, the en-
tire student caucus was in the senate, 
with 30 members . Under the new 
senate, we only have ten. We have 
lost a very large part of our ability 
to make decisions or at least help 
shape decisions. 
Other issues which must be debated 
are the parking problem, the problem 
of build-ups in the residence halls and 
events which take place in the MUB. 
During the next month I will discuss 
these issues and others. I hope every 
student will come to the polls on Nov. 
16 and 17 and cast their ballot. 
What happens within the next year 
will depend on it. 
Richard Morrissette 
Mom 
To the Editor: 
Please print this open letter to my 
mother. 
Dear Mom. 
Hi! Just thought I'd drop you a note 
to let.you know how things ar_~g9iog 
here at UNH. My courses are going 
great. But school is really a drag this 
year. So far , the biggest issue on 
campus has been a comic strip in 
The New Hampshire. It revolves 
around a girl named Phlatsy who is 
no longer so flatsy (Remember when 
Lisa got her first bra? ) . 
Well, everyone has been writing let-
ters to the editor, including the writer 
of the strip. He's carrying on a running 
battle in print with an outraged female 
reader. It 's really outrageous, even 
the editors wrote a letter criticizing 
the strip and another one. (You would 
th-ink they could iust speak to the 
writeN:) 
Actually the whole thing doesn 't ratP 
half the print it's getting. But these 
are the 70's, and this is. New Hamp-
shire. 
I guess the comic strip is just the 
only thing people have to get fired up 
about. One guy wrote in about a 
gingko tree, trying to build it up as 
a cause celebre. I just can't get too 
excited about a gingko tree that sheds 
its leaves all at once- e~pecially when 
I'm worried about losing my hair . 
Every time I wash it , I lose some. 
The fu nny thing i~ th<>t lot.: of 
g11ys up here are going through_ the 
same thing, but it's really difficult to 
ta: : . .:ibout it. <You know how sensitive 
dad is about his hair. l 
Last nie:ht I dreamed I went !)aid 
and got a job teaching calculus. In 
my dream, the dean told me the only 
. reason he hired me was because 
I was bald. What a nightmare ! 
Well, you'll be pleased to know 
my new knapsack is holding up fine . 





To the Editor: 
Many of us concerned Finegold 
Fans across campus read and oc-
casionally enjoy Bob'~ corp.le __ §!rh>, .. 
' "On Campus." Bryan Goldman, the 
strip's leadmg cnaracter,-nas· ·con-
fronted many issues in his role in the 
comic strip. Every now and then 
Bryan's attempts at a macho attitude 
will sneak through, and he will come 
through with some chauvinistic 
humor. 
It is possible that Bob may have 
gone a bit overboard in his strip,in 
which his characters made fun of 
Tortia Phlat, but talking about going 
overboard, we believe that Jan Folk-
ertsma has done just that in her letters 
to the editor. 
For the record, Bryan Goldman's 
sexist humor appeared in the New 
T-Jampshire five or six times last 
year. There was never even as much 
as a squeak against Bob's cartoons be-
fore Ms. Folkerstma bombarded us 
with her literature on female rights. 
We wish to remind you Jan, that this is 
only a comic strip; it is nothing to· burn 
bras about. If you were upset by Bob's 
cartoons, there is no way you could 
compare them to Gary Trudeau's, 
whose Yale cartoons were far more 
sexist. 
We would like to make a proposal 
. - the editors of this newspaper: 
wny'don't you give Jan her own weekly 
column in which she can discuss "How 
to be a woman" with the rest of the 
campus? 
In all our years at high school and 
college, we have never heard such nit-
picking bitchery as has been demon-
strated in the letters to the editor 
against Bob's cartoons. 
We think Ms. Folkertsma's persist-
ence on the subject was worn thin long 
ago, so could she stop boring us, and go 
back to her chores at Residential Life. 
We apologize for making this pers-














To the Edi tor: 
I am a great admirer of the UN~ 
Marching Band. I have followed it 
with pleasure and appreciation and 
watched it grow both in performance 
and stature over the years. The work 
and effort of the students and person-
nel connected with the band are to be 
cnrnmended for the pleasure and 
added excitement they bring to the 
UNH football games. 
But there is one segment of the band 
- that has been added in the past three 
years which I find offensive and ii. 
bad taste . That is the Rifle Corps. 
To me, the six-person Rifle Corps 
looks like six Patty Hearsts made up 
to look like soldiers. Their toy weapons 
seem to me a ridiculous substitute 
for the real thing. 
Most of all, I deplore the ideology 
in back of the sham weapons which 
symbolizes materialism and aggres-
sive warfare. In a world which is 
so desperately seeking peace in the 
aftermath of the blood baths of two 
world wars in this century, these white 
painted rifles are a symbol of a time 
we all wish to forget. I am against 
such pseudo-military displays and I 
feel that an exhibition of make-believe 
rifle drills on the same field with an 
exciting, spine-tingling.sporting event, 
such as our football games, degrades 
the whole occasion and the purpose 
of sport. 
I also question, on aesthetic 
grounds, the black and blue ( con-
nection with contact sports?) color 
scheme of the flag team and why the 
cheerleaders should wear red white & 
blue when our colors are blue & white. 
Again I wish to say how much 
I appreciate the organization of 
the Marching Band and the pleasure 
· it has given us over the years. May 






To the Editor: 
I object to Professor Cleveland How-
ard's recent statement(The New 
Hampshire, Oct. 18) that the cur-
rent campus parking system is "as 
fair as you can really get." Since Pro-
fessor Howard is both the new chair-
man and the newest member of the 
Parking and Traffic Committee, I had 
hoped he would bring a fresher, more 
enlightened view to that body. Unfor-
tunate!,-, that doesn't seem to have 
happened. 
Right now, juniors and seniors in 
Area III can keep their cars across the 
street in lots E and El, even if they 
need them only to take pleasure trips 
or to go home for vacation. Juniors or 
seniors in Areas I or II must keep their 
cars in lots E, El or A -- even if they 
use their cars to get to off-campus jobs 
that help finance their studies . If any-
one thinks that that represents the 
fairest situation we can have, I think 
their judgment is warped. 
O.K. , so what do I think is fair? 
Here's my plan: 
---Juniors and seniors who can prove 
t.hat they holu jul.J:,, off-\!ampus and out-
side the downtown Durham area 
should again be allowed weekday use 
of lots B, C and D. The University 
could provicle a standard verification 
rorm neeamg only the employer 's sig-
nature . A work-stqdy student could be 
hired to double-check the verification 
(stiff penalties, of course, for cheat-
ers> .-Any cost of the system could be 
reflected in the permit fees ; 
---Graduate ·students in Babcock 
should regain access to the 70 spaces 
in lot B that used to be available to 
them · and other resident students. 
Grad students, as a rule, use their cars 
more often in connection with re-
search and other academic pursuits 
thank do undergrads. Unfortunately, I 
don't think any workable system could 
be devised to weed out grad students 
who use their cars only for pleasure 
trips. In recognition of this inequity, I 
believe Babcock residents should pay 
higher permit fees than undergrad-
uate residents . Also, juniors or seniors 
without jobs who can show <with sup-
porting statements from the depart-
ment involved ) that they regularly use 
their cars in connection with a long-
term academic project or program 
should have access to eore-campus 
parking through the petition process; 
---As a gesture to commuters, resi-
dent stucients generally- should pay 
more for. permits than co-ni.muters, 
with the difference subsidizing even 
lower Kari-van prices; 
---The Parking and.Traffic Commit-
tee should nudge the administration to 
take a hard look at a class schedule 
that fills parking lots to overflowing in 
the morning and leaves empty spaces 
in the afternoon < I counted 53 empty 
spaces in lot B .1 t 2: 30 one afternoon l . 
My proposals may not be the best, 
but I believe they 're vastly fairer than 
what we have. If you think you've got 
better ideas. let them be known ; the 
liiue has cume to put U_Li ur shut up . h 's 
too bad that, for the most part. those 
who have been shafted by the Parking 
and Traffic committee have acceptetl 




COMING NOVEMBER 9th! 
River's Camera Shop presents: 
THE ANNUAL CAMERA 
and PHO~O SHOW Located in 
~ ~ THE STRAFF~~~:~~~ 
cJtt'"" V° SPECIAL SALE PRICES! 1 
Sunday, October 30th 
JAMES COTTON 
BLUES BAND 
two shows: 8 and 10 p.m. 
tickets available atJ odi' s 
Main Street, Durham 
84.00 
·* TAK&'FIVE MUSIC HALL * -
58 Manchester Street 





presents the musicai comedy 
A FUNNY THING 
HAPPENED ON THE 
WAY TO THE FORUM 
October 13-15 & 20-22 at 8 p.m. 
October 19 at 2 p.m. 
Johnson Theater 
UNH Paul Arts Center 
General: $5.50; Student, 
Military, Senior Citizen: $4 




·GREATEST DINING SUPRISE! 
Hearty Portions of Fine Food Prepared with a Gourmet 
Touch and served in a Warm and Friendly Atmosphere. 
Serving 11 :30 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily 
LOUNGE OPEN 'TIL 1 A.M. 
W. F. PINDER LOUNGE 
Overlooking Portsmouth's Scenic Waterfront 
The Seacoast's Sport Center 
22 Deer Street 431-5797 Portsmouth 
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Franklin club proposal struck down 
Franklin Theater 
Continued from page 1 
ployee parking. Businesses such 
as the Franklin, which. have been 
operating since before the ordi-
nance was passed, are entitled to 
use town parking. 
If the use of such a business is 
altered or changed, it then be-








Wensely said that under the 
current ordinances, Davison is 
"entitled to offer indoor commer-
cial amusement. This isn't an al-
tered use that demands parking 
space." 
Davison said yesterday, "I 
think that the Planning Board re-
ceived some very poor legal ad-
and members of the UNH Faculty Woodwind 
Quintet: James Cummings, oboe 
Keith Polk, horn 
David Seiler, clarinet 
Linda Seiler, oboe 
Chaconne for Solo Violin, arranged for piano left hand alone, 
Bach-Brahms 
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring, Bach-Hess 
Quintet in E-Flat Major for Piano and Winds, Opus ,16, Beethoven 
Pictures at an Exhibition, Mussorgsky 
8 p.m., Thursday, November 3 
.Johnson Theater 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Durham 
Senior citizens and UNH students $4 in 
advance; General public $5.50. 
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290 
10 a.m.-4 p.m., Monday-Friday 
Ask about dinner at the New England Center's 
Concord Dining Room and free shuttle service 
to the concert 
vice. My prC\posal is obviously 1 
not a change in use under the 
existing ordinances in Durham.'' 
Town Planning Board member; 
Maryanna Hatch said that while 
a club is not necessarily a change 
in use from a theater, it is an 
alteration. This alteration clause 
makes Davison's proposal fall 
under the ordinance, she said. 
At the board's request, UNH 
Professor Alfred Luloff's Com-
munity Development 507 class 
presented a survey at the begin-
ning of the hearing. The class 
questioned about 400 Durham 
residents and students on 
Davison's proposal. The results 
of the survey included: 
--83 per cent of the town resi-
dents questioned would not at-
tend the proposed club, while 64 
per cent ot the students would; 
--54 parking spaces are needed 
i.o accommodate a full house at the 
Franklin; 
--The majority of all age groups 
questioned, both student and resi-
dent, are opposed to the proposed 
change. 
Wensely objected to the presen-
tation of the survey. "I don't 
think it is drawn on a scientific-
enough .basis." he said. Wensley 
also questioned the relevancy of 
the survey. 
"This shows that fewer Durham 
residents would go to the club, 
but then, of that fewer number, 
33 per cent more would drive," 
Wensley said. "The Planning 
Board," he said, "can only ob-
serve zoning ordinances." 
''You may question the rele-
vancy of the survey,'' Luloff said. 
"But, we responded to questions 
put to us by the board. The re-
sults are reliable and the sample 
is statistically reliable." 
"Any statistics have to be con-
sidered from the proper view-
point," said Tappan. He said that 
the board would not weight the 
results any more heavily than if 
they had been compiled by 
Davison. 
In other action Wednesday 
night, -the board approved a 20 
by 70 foot addition to the Tin 
Palace. on Main Street. Board 
Chairwoman Rebecca Frost 
said the Tin Palace extension was 
approved since it is "an extension 
of an existing establishment," 
while the Franklin would be an 










We've got the boots Arr-, 9rica is searching for : 
the original Herman SURVNORS®. Made in 
Maine since 1879. Built around a never-changing 
idea of what a boot should be. 
a~T\\'"\S s {,~ 
DEALER: 
. oli~ 
t>-li SHOE BAR 
S. 7 5 or Season Pass RED'.S 35BROADWAY,DOVER MON-FRI 9:30-9 
SAT9-5:30 
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An interview with Mark De Voto ;~~~~Philippa Benson l;;~-------~~~~~;.~~;~~~~~~;_: ___ ._;~;~;~~;~;~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;·· 
Our man fr0m the Renaissance 
By Barbara Scott 
Behind Professor Mark 
DeVoto's door in Paul Arts in 
an office which would fit com-
fortably behind the doors of the 
music, art English, or engin-
eering departments. 
Devoto teaches Music History 
and Theory, yet there are no 
marble busts of great composers 
staring blankly from oaken 
shelves full of leather-bound 
volumes, nor is there a grand 
piano graced with a candelabra. 
Instead, the tiny cinderblock 
room is dwarfed by floor-to-
ceiling shelves made of pine 
boards. Professor DeVoto made 
these himself. The shelves are 
jammed full with old books on 
many subjects, tapes, records, 
sheet music, and manilla enve-
lopes. "I have five or six times 
this many books at home." said 
J)e v oto grmning. 
1n the corner, under garish, 
blue heating pipes is an ordinary 
black upright piano. On top of 
it is stacked sheet music, books, 
and manilla envelopes. 
Beside the piano is a desk all 
but hidden under much of the 
same material. More shelves of 
darker wood, also hand-made, 
are crowded beside the desk. 
On one of the shelves rests a 
small panel of solid state circuit-
ry, tilted up, almost to display 
it as one would display a geode. 
Ancient stuffed chairs and a 
couch occupy the spaces between 
the bookshelves. Covering the 
institutional brown tiled floor is 
a floral print rug, also old. 
Above DeVoto's desk are taped 
a Pogo cartoon, a color print 
of a skunk cabbage, a photofunny 
comic f~om National Lampoon, 
and calhgraphy samples. 
The office reflects the man who 
inhabits it. When I arrived for the 
interview, the door was wide 
open, but nobody seemed to be 
in. Then I saw him in the far 
corner sorting through a pile of 
papers and envelope~. Jio noticed 
me and motioned for me to take 
a seat. 
"Welcome aboard," he said. 
While he continued to rifle 
through the papers, he began a 
J friendly interrogation. 
He sat down in his wooden desk 
chair, tipped it back precarious-
ly, and rested his sneakered feet 
on a outcropping of shelf beside 
his desk. 
He was dressed in patched 
jeans, navy pullover, and pink-
striped shirt. Dark-rimmed 
glasses match his dark brown 
hair which is just long enough 
to overlap his shirt collar in the 
back. 
He apologized for his appear-
ance and the state of his office 
and said, "I dress comfortable." 
He shifted his stocky body back 
further into the chair. 
Devoto teaches Music History 
and Theory courses from eight 
a.m. until six in the evening. At 
one time or another he has taught 
every course offered by the 
music department except Per-
formance and Music Education. 
"I even taught the history of 
Renaissance Mu.sic, once. Auu 
when I was new in the Music 
Department, I taught piano. But 
I'm strictly a hack pianist." 
I wondered how he could play 
in concert with Donald Steele, 
who has been giving recitals for 
thirty-three years, and still ton-
sider himself a hack oianist. 
DeVoto's education includes 
undergraduate work at Harvard, 
(which began with a major in 
chemistry), then a Masters and' 
Doctorate at Princeton. "Har-
vard's music department was 
academic, but Princeton's was 
severely academic. Incredibly 
so." He chuckled, his low reson-
ant voice pleasingly modulated. 
Before coming to UNH, DeVoto 
taught music for four years at 
Reed College in • Portland, 
Oregon. 
Three years ago, WUNH-FM 
broadcast D-eVoto's -listening 
assignments by his request. 
"Americans just want to hear 
the old warhorses. It's very diffi-
cult to get them to listen to the 
obscure or new compositions. So 
there's no market today for pro-
Good-bye Bing 
Bing Crosby is dead. No one is going to rush out 
and buy shirts embossed with his smiling face. Or pins. 
No one is going to imitate him back into life. No one is 
going to steal his body. Perhaps no one is going to cry. 
But m~st people, are feeling honest sadness, a loss deeper 
than expected. 
Elvis sang. Oh, did he sing and shake his thing so hard 
and mighty that the blood pressure went up and the yelps 
went out and, oh, he just s_ent you to heaven. The reactions 
to his death were according hysterical. Freud would have 
loved it. 
And Groucho goofed. He goofed so well that he made 
life's sporadic spell of Chinese water torture feel like a 
cool stream tickling you as it ran down your nose. 
But what did Bing do? Well, he sang. He goofed. He 
danced. fie played golf and pushed orange juice 
· In at least one scene from each ot his films his eyes would 
shine with a soft glimmer that reminded you of the days 
when they used soft glimmers instead of raw flesh to hint 
at love ... 
You sat at home at Christmas or Thanksgiving full of 
homecooking and· sweet smells and watched the Hope-
Crosby reruns year after year. Or late at night with yet 
another rerun you found yourself humming along with his 
Mom's-apple-pie-voice, not feeling out of place. 
And, though maybe you' re not going to rush down to 
your local market and demand a can of Minute Maid, can 
you really say its a lousy brand of orange juice? 
When Elvis went, we threw -out our too tight_ jeans. fhey 
just didn't seem to fit anymore. 
When Groucho left, we watched his re-runs again, · re-
membered the way comedy used to be, and ,switched to 
Johnny Carson. 
· But Bing? 
~et' s raise a glass to Bin~ either filled with a Screw-
driver or O.J. and wheat germ, (does it matter which?) 
and glug it down. Because if he could go on dreaming 
year after year, so can we. · 
lific writers like Bach. The oppor- again he said that he must com-
tunities for performance are pose at or near a piano, "pre-
small. Usually audiences at re- ferably while seated in a large 
citals of new pieces are co'P,"posed comfortable chair.'' 
of friends c1rid colleagues. De Voto is working on two books 
novel, which is only a hobby, 
that it is "strictfy a hack thriller 
novel which takes place near the 
ocean. Not in it." 
Devoto hasn't composed in a at present; one fiction and one 
Mark Devoto is a man with multiple talents. few years, but -when he begins music textbooK. He said of the DEVOTO, page 16 
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Friday, October 21 
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum is a 
UNH Theater production at Johnsotz Theater of Paul 
Arts. Be sure to see this excruciatingly funny play. 8 p.m. 
Tickets-$4 students and $5. 50 general. 
A Humphrey Bogart double feature is at the Franklin. 
Casablance and The Maltese Falcon. Classics. Personally 
I prefer The Mal.tese Falcon. 
Hee-yah there's going to be a square dance in the MUB Pub. 
Beer and cider will be served. · 
Van Morrison and The Electric Light Orchestra are on The 
Midnight Special at J .A.M. on channel 4. 
On channel 5 at 1:45 A.M. there is an adaptation of 
Somerset Maugham's Of Human Bondage. 
Saturday, October 22 
Ario Guthrie will be at ,thl: Field House at 8 P.M. Don't . 
miss this performdnce by one of America's foremost 
folk artists. Tickets are $3,50 for students and $5 at the 
door and general. 
Forum has its last stint at lohnson Theater. Don't miss it, 
BP.M. 
The Bogart double feature continues at the Frµnklin. Here's 
looking at you kid. · 
Night Life Band is at the MUB Pub. Rock and roll. 
Arthur Penn's Little Big Man is on channel 4 at 8 P.M. This 
is a good movie starring Dustin Hoffman. 
Walter Matthau won an Oscar for his role in The Fortune 
Cookie. On channel 56 at 8 P. M. Good comedy. 
On channel 4 at 8:30 p.m .. 
Sunday is The First Fifty 
Years-A Closer Look. It's 
about NBC's first 50 years of 
broadcasting. 
It's Your First Kiss, Charlie 
Brown is on channel 7 at 8 
: p.m. Monday. 
James Coburn stars in Our Man Flint, an excellent spoof on 
spy movies. Channel 38 at 9 P.M. 
Spencer Tracy and Ingrid Bergman star in Robert Louis 
Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Channel 5 at 11:30 
P.M. 
Sunday, October 23 
Oliver is the· MUSO movie in the Strafford Room of the 
MUB. 75 cents, 7 and 9:30 P.M. 
!.he Harder They Come is the movie- at the Franklin. 6:30 
and 8:30 P.M. 
Big Daddy John Hobbs is the oldies DJ at the MUB Pub. 
East German conductor Klaus T ennstedt conducts The 
Boston Symphony Orchestra on channel 11 at 8 P.M. 
Moulin Rouge is John Huston's highly acclaimed biography 
of painter Toulouse-Lautrec. Channel 56 at 8 P.M. 
Woman of the Year is an excellent comedy s~arring Spencer 
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn. Channel 5 at 11 :30 P. M. 
Monday, October 24 
It's Your First Kiss, Charlie Brown is on channel 7 at 8 P.M. 
Good Peanuts fun. 
·· -Ernest Hemingway's "Soldier's Home" is featured on Amer-
ican Short Story. Channel 11 at 9 P.M. 
On VTR is an animated version of the Grimm's fairy .tale 
"Fitcher's Feathered Bird," Channel 11 at 10:30 P.M. 
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The Lamprey • IS goodineal 
By Chris Gilliland 
There's a good addition to the 
town of Newmarket, the Lam-
prey Tavern and Restaurant. 
The Lamprey took the place of 
Sneaky -Pete's T-av.ern three 
months ago. Co-owners Peter 
Stolper and Bob Clark said they 
were "tired of running a beer 
joint", so they completely refurn-
ished Sneaky Pete's. The result is 
an unique restaurant with an ex-
ceptional menu. 
The small dining room is ap-
propriately decorated with hang-
ing plants on the walls and attrac-
tive dried flower arrangements 
on the tables. The blue linen tab-
lecloths and small candles create 
a refined and comfortable atmos-
phere. 
However, one disadvantage re-
sults from the size of the dining 
room. There is a lack of an en-
trance area. 
Upon opening the main door, 
you find yourself standing in the 
dining area wondering if you 
~ame in the wrong- entrance. 
There is no hostess to greet you 
and the diners are constantly dis-
stracted by new arrivals. 
This could be improved by 
placing a small folding screen a-
round the doorway, allowing you 
to orient yoruself with the dining 
area before being seated. 
Once seated, you can prepare 
to enjoy a delicious meal which 
brings us ~o the most important 
aspect of dining at the Lamprey--
the food. . ' 
Among the appetizers are the 
usual soups and juices, but the 
baked stuffed mushrooms and 
clams are special. The stuffings 
in both are delicately flavored 
and moist. Tossed salad, potato, 
vegetable and warm bread are 
included in the cost of the entree. 
Most of the vegetables served 
are fresh. The squash is flavored 
lightly with brown sugar and but-
ter. 
The potatoes are outstanding. 
There aren't many places that 
serve real mashed potatoes but · 
you'll get them here, steaming 
and creamy. The baked potatoes 
are served in the skin but first 
the potato has been mixed with 
chPese, butter :rnd p~prik~--thi~ 
is a nice change, from the usual 
variety with melted butter or 
sour cream 
A particularly good entree is 
the Chicken Divan, a boned 
breast of chicken with mush-
rooms on a bed of broccoli with 
cream sauce. The eggplant par-
mesan is tasty, with just the right 
amount of cheese. 
Chupe is a Chilean dish com-
bining lobster, crabmeat, scal-
lops and shrimp in a rich cream 
sauce. This entree has an inter-
esting flavor, but because the 
sauce is rich it might not suit 
everyone's taste. 
The prices of entrees range 
from $3-6.95 and the servings are 
' generous. The waitresses, al-
though sloppily dressed, are 
pleasant and the service is 
prompt. ' 
The Lamprey has a good wine 
list and you may have your favor-
ite wine stocked by calling a few 
days in advance. There is a hap-
py hour in the lounge every day 
from 4-6 p.m. with a discount on 
mixed drinks and beer. 
Co-owner / Mike Clark does up some good · stuff ~t the 
Lamprey Tavern and Restaurant. (Nick Novick photo) 
Desserts are homemade and 
the selection varies from day to· 
day. Another delicious way to end 
a meal at the Lamprey is to in-
dulge in a liquor -coffee. The 
Spanish coffee, made with bran-
dy and Kahlua and whipped 
cream, is especially good. 
Circal840 
The Isaac Dow HoUse 
Quality Steaks, Seafood & Prime Rib 
. Lunch and Dinner Served Daily 
Salad Bar 
Tavern Open Until Legal Closing 
Ma$ter Charge American Ex.press 
Old ,DoverRd., Newington, N.H. 
Tel. 1·60J·4J6·0699 
I TRIVIA I 
1) Who did the voice for Underdog? 
2) Who did the voice for Tennessee Tuxedo? 
3) For what movie did John Wayne win an Oscar? 
4) On the show Get Smart, what was the name of the good 
guysmganization? The bad guys? · 
5) Who created Get Smart? 
6) What famous singer is referred to as the Fat Man? 
7) David Rabe's Tony Award winning play, Sticks and 
Bones, satirizes what popular television show of the SO' s7 
8) Name the creators of the rock opera Jesus Christ 
Superstar? 
9) Now that you've answered the above question, name the 
two other operas the creators have written. · 
10) What was the name of the first cartoon Mickey Mouse 
appeared in? 
11) Who played the old man Erronius, in the movie version 
of A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum? 
12) Who played Waverly on The Man From UNCLE? 
13) What famous modern novel did Stanley Kubrick adapt 
to film in 19627 
14) What was one of novelist Vladimir Nabokov's favorite 
hobbies) 
15) What VV"a:, the name of Popeye':, falhe1? 
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Music 
DEVOTO, 
cootinued from page 15 
The music • text which he is 
revising, not writing, is Walter 
Piston's Harmony Book. This 
will be the fourth edition. He was 
trained from the secoRd edition. 
"Many authors write . rough 
drafts with pencil on wide spaced 
spiral notebook paper. And I 
never use cursive writing 
because it is based on a false 
premise; that everything must 
be joined together. But with cal-
ligraphy, to join or not to join 
is your own choice." 
Samples of his calligraphy and 
of his students are taped on the 
wall above his desk. 
DeVoto is also a licensed 
electrician. He had only one week 
to study for the exam on a book 
of rules and regulations, "so 
thick you couldn't hope to mem-
orize it all." But he passed and 
is now licensed to wire even an 
operating room in a hospital. 
feeling a little drained,. .. 
"Everything has to oe insul-
ated and grounded and sealed 
according to rules established by 
the National Electrical -Code," 
he paused and grinned, "But it's 
easier than doing woodwork.'' He 
does electrician work, "just when 
I want to, so it's very enjoyable." 
Scattered throughout the con-
versation, he added relevant 
quotes from classical sources, 
great authors, and tidbits of in-
formation which showed the vast 
amount of knowledge he has 
amassed from his self-inspired 
studies. 
He quoted the Talmud. And 
when asked if he ever felt spread 
too thinly between all his activit-
ies, he replied immediately, "All 
the time. D.H. Lawrence says 
that one must sacrifice the · 
smaller for the greater things. 
But I just can't. I don't feel that 
well-educated, . and at thirty-
seven I feel as if I only now have 
a basi~ for future operations." 
Visit THE 1;300K LOFT 
pstairs at 
Town and Campus, Durham 
where our selection 
will revitalize your 
spirit and our 20 percent 
discount on most 
hardcovers will give 
a lift to your po,cket book. 
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Grossman sees more _funding in future for public TV · PREPARE FOR: 
MCAT • DAT• LSAT • GRE 
GMAT • OCAT • T • SAT PublicT.V. continued from page 2 
"I think what Carter is talking 
about has been widely abused--
an attempt to use political influ-
ence to affect programming,'' 
Griffith. added. "He's saying the 
CPB ought to get out of public 
TV business." . 
The Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting distributes federal 
funds to the 271 public TV stations 
and 203 public radio stations it 
oversees. The Public Broad-
casting Service (PBS) and Na-
tional Public Radio also control 
stations. 
In his message to Congress 
detailing tbe bill, Carter said the 
proposal would reduce the CPB's 
involvemenl in programming 
decisions. This, he said, would 
''encourage journalistic inde-
pendence." 
PBS President Lawrence 
Grossman said, ''Currently there 
is a ban against editorializing" 
on public TV. The bill would 
"remove the ban for private 
corporations" funding stations. 
Since Channel 11 in Durham is 
partially funded by the state, 
that ban would still be in effect 
here. 
Grossmah was in Concord to 
speak at the annual business 
meeting of the New Hampshire 
Public Broadcasting Council 
(NHPBC). Commenting 'before 
the meeting, he said, "Removing 
the ban (on funding) from private 
corporations means that they 
should have the same rights to 
air their views" as commercial 
stations. 
Though he favored lifting the 
private corporation ban, he said 
editorializing on the partially 
state funded Channel 11 would 
oe "like letting state govern-
ments editorialize." ' 
would remain in effect here, he 
said. 
Grossman added that the 
funding should improve state 
news coverage by -Channel 11. 
Twenty-five per cent of all CPB 
funds will go to programming, 
he said. Grossman said in New 
Hampshire, "public TV bears the 
responsibility for state cover-
age" because Channel .11 is the 
on1y state-wide TV station. The 
only other TV station in the slate, 
Channel 9 i~ Manchester, only 
broadcasts to the southern part 
of the state. 
Grossman called the matching. 
funds a "challenge grant" for 
the stations to raise- their own 
money. The federal matching 
funds would be an added incen-
tive for the stations to seek 
revenue from private sources. 
Channel ll's share of the funds 
will "depend on how well we 
can raise our money," said 
Griffith. "Unless we can keep 
mcreasing the income from other 
sources, we're going to get a 
p~oportionately smaller amount 
of federal money.'' 
Channel 11 raises its own funds 
mainly through private and cor-
. porate gifts. Griffith said last 
year the station took in $14,150 
· in gifts from corporations like 
the Amoskeag Savings Bank in 
Manchester. He said this year 
· the station has set a gift goal 
of $200,000. 
Such gifts "help defraY- air 
costs," said Channel 1.1 Public 
Information Officer Janet Duffy. 
, "The budget may stay the same, 
but costs keep going up anyway.'' 
She said it costs about $100,000 
a year to buy PBS programming. 
Other programs are produced by 
Channel 11. 
Duffy said the station's budget 
for this year totals about $1.5 
million. "I can't give ~he exact 
figure until we kriow what the 
leg!slature does about the state 
DOVER AUTO SUPPLY 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
SPECIALS: 
Anti-freeze 2. 75 gal. ( 6.25 reg.) 
Windshield .Wash Solvent 1.25 gal. 
(1.75 reg.) 
Dry Gas 4 for $1.00 (2.00 reg.) 
"It pays to save at Dover Auto" 
Main St. Durham 
868-2791 
budget," she said Wednesday. 
· Duffy said about 40 per cent . 
of the station's budget comes 
from the state. She said the other 
~o per cent comes from the feder-
al government, private gifts, 
UNH, the annual station auction, 
school districts and New 
H.1mpshire Public Broadcasting 
Council ( NHPBC) dues. 
The station's costs include 
expenses for engineering, pro-
duction, programming, adminis-
tration, development and instruc-
tional television, with a one per 
cent reserve fund, she said. 
Grossman said Carter was to 
have introduced the bill in- the 
House on Wednesday. "We're 
really pushing like the dickens 
for this," he said. "Hearings are 
supposed to start in January, and 
it will hopefully be passed by 
May or June." 
·l 
Flex1D1e Programs & Hours 





25 ngton Ave., Boston 
Test Preparat,on Spec1a1:sts S111ce 193d 
For Information Please Call: 
(6f7) 261-5150 
For Locat1on~ In Other Cit1e";, Call: 
TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782 
r.ent~~ "' Ma1or US C1t1es 




Friday morn. Oct. 21st 
thru 
~onday Oct. 24th 
STUDENT BODY 
·&r. /!)76 · 
''a -fondue restaurant" -
and 
MARY BAKER LOUNGE 
Entertainment nightly . -










Nov 16th & 17th 
P t ·t·· · D · e. I I_ODS . ue-< 
hf Nov 4th . 
for more information 
"- ·J " 
contact Jennifer 
Student Gov't office 





wishes you a 
Happy-Homecoming 
10-5 Mon .. Sat. -
Thurs. eve appointments 
34 Main St. 
Durham, N.H. 
above Community Market 
special student rates --
FALL CLEARANCE SALE 
and 
X-C SKI PRE-SEASON SALE 
COMPLETE X-C Package 





up to 50 percent OFF on other sale items .... 
down parkas, Polar Guard parkas, tents, 
sleeping bags, hiking boots, back packs, 
Lee jeans, hiking shorts and more 
SALE DATES OCT 18-NOV 1 
lllildtmt55 Crlli/1 
pet tee brook lane 
durham. new hampshire 0382.tt 
tel. 868-55~ 
Wilderness camping, backpacking 
and ski touring equipment 
fer sale FOR SALE : 197:l Vega. 4 spd .. 55.000 miles. 
engine in excellent condition. rea r end needs 
some hodv work . Best offer. 659-5692 even-
r'l{El': K lT'l' l':'.\: : T\,o month old adora ble 
k1tl<·n. trai1wd. wPll -mannerc.d Hall' to part -
but famil y memi)('r allergic . Also : free food , 
lood dish and l1t l<•r. Call Bill or HPlty at HhH· 
ings . · _____ to/25 
46plus MPG HONDA ·71 blue sport coupe, on-
ly 30,000 miles , looks like new, ele~tromc ig-
nition, AM-FM radio, engine repair net!ded. 
first $250 takes. Call Leo 742-4134 Evenings . 
!Q_/28 . 28~1 Ill 21 _ . 
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Sliding Rock Apart1nents 
Sliding Rock 
continued from page 8 
pine needles. Natural wood shing-
les and wooden steps set into the 
sloping grounds add to the alpine , 
rustic setting. 
Inside, Sliding Rock's atmos-
phere is qui te different. The 
- three-bedroom modernist-ic 
apartments have a large, rhom-
bus-shaped white-walled living 
room , a small kitchen without a 
dishwasher, two bedrooms about 
12 feet by 16 feet each, and one 
nine foot by ten foot bedroom. 
The sand-blasted ceilings are 
low-hanging l seven feet l and the 
rooms smell of new carpets, plas-
ter and wood. · 
.Jon Morrison, a senior business 
major from Lexington, Mass., 
Joe Carter, also a business'major 
from Darian, Conn. and Glen 
Williams of Lexington, a junior 
art major, share a bottom floor 
three-bedroom apartment. 
"They 're pretty good," Morrison 
says. ··we were really lucky to 
get it. There's not enough housing 
around here. I came up on sum-
mer weekends and couldn't find 
anything until I ran into one of 
the b'uilders who told me about 
Sliding Rock. " 
Williams says he likes it be~ 
cause "i t 's in such a nice area ." 
Morrison adds, " It 's not like 
living in an all-brick Dover apart- : 
ment. Also, it's pretty quiet here-
you can't hear too many noises 
from up stairs." 
According to Carter; "The_ 
complex is like an off-campus 
dormitory. A lot of students live 
here and people drop by to party 
all the time." 
The tenants arc a mix of stu-
dents, families, teachers, nurses 
and other working people, ac-
cording to Varney. ··we haven't 
had any problems with noise or 
parties yet," she reports. 
The only complaints that Mor-
rison, Carter and Williams have 
-1s rnai rne roact anu µ.ar1ong JUL 
_should be paved and the promis-
. You'll get a lot more 
out .rJf ydttf college 
education whenyouget 
into Army ROTC. 
CALL 862-1079 
classified ads 
FOR SALE: 1977 Mercury Cougar XR7. Ex-
cellent condition PS/ PB, AC, AM / FM stereo 
Cassette , P / B windows Call 862-223~ 8:00-
4: 00 Asking $5,800.00 Must sell!! uetting 
married . 11 /1 
1971 SAAB 95 For sale . Has four new radials, 
new transmission , new shocks. Just in-
spected. Has 51,000 miles on it. Slight rust. ' 
Asl<ing $1400 . Call 742-347<; :,ifteI.1.P-'-~ -
!''OR SALE: Brand new ODS Big car battery 
Sold new for $36.00 but must sell Asking 
$30.00 or best offer. Call 868-9739 ask for Phil 
in ?41 10/28 
L971 Datsun 510 4-door seda n, very ·good 
condition. Must sell. Call 742-2485 evemngs 
or_~62-1524 days . P_rice i§_neru:itiable. 10/ 21 
,bargain ; S~akers for sale. 2 S" woofers , 1 
t~ ~ioe:~eri nP~~e!e:~P~af5;r r"~s.p000~siL5ar,,'! 
$250. Yours for $150. Call John 742-3536 10/28 
69 Volvo for sale. good running ~ondition--
currentl) mspecte<f. 550 dollars firm . must 
· ~~}h/al Eliza at 868-9678, leave message. 
pre-paid class ad form 
. For Sale - a pair of Bort Carleton boots. size 
!I', _women 's. In excellent condition. they just 
cton t tit me! Lall HbH-aull ano asK wr :,ue. 
• Price negotiable. Approximately $35.00 10/21 
1974 CAPRI , Good condition, no rust , 4 cyl. 
sport style..,n,g. gas, new radials, snow tires, 
sun roof, .tT1ce $1700, Bill Head, Box 234, 
Durham 862-1165. 11/1 




PLEASR PRINT MUST Bt-: PREPAID 
- FIRST INSERTION; $1.00 for 30 words or less~ $.50 for ttach 15 words extra. 
EA6H CQNSt:~tJTIVE INSERTION: $.25 Max,m-ini n1.1mbt'r of runs: 6. 
T•lephonP numbet s and dates count as one word: hyphenated words_ count as two. 
Mistabs on our part merit one additional run. 
Amt. f'nd. : TO RUN TIMES. 
Make cbechp.Jyabte to: The New Hampshir~. Rm. l~l~_MemoriaJ Union. 
Portable Typewriter, Galaxie-Twelve 
Smith-Corona, Excellent condition. $65 
nearly half _price, great buyi mus1 sell. Cali 
~oh F. Chr1stensen21Sat Tw 2-195811/1 
now t1res ·on rims lo fit Datsun 1200. :i.~1/pr. 
call 659-5494 101:15 _ _ ~~ 
900~ Time t~ _buy: 1973 Honda CB-450. Kept 
m mmt condition $650.00 or will trade for car ~i
1
~q~i~alue. Will negotiate. Call Bob 659-
Bri~nnica II\ EQcyclopedia excellent cond-
it-ion. $500.00<cost ·over $700.00 new J I'll de-
liver. Chris Kushner, 57 Silver St. Waterville 
Maine 0490111/1 
For Sale: DOWN SLEEPING BAG~EMS Se-
bago Large--exceHent condition. Call Jon at 
868-9739 or stop by Room 239 S. Congreve 
!Q/28 _ 
69 Pontiac Lemans auto/trans. and many 
other ·1rarts. Frame gone, $125. '68 VW ~~fo'}i oarts, $50, takes it away, Call 
1968 Ford Fai~lane E~cei~i- M~hanica1 
Condition. Great heater, snow tires, cheap 
winter transportation. Small amount of rust-
Call 659-5147. 10/21 _ _ __ 
COLLECTORS ITEM - 1967 Thunderbird1 Black , 4-door Landau. Leather Top ana 
Upholstery, in Good Condition. 390 Engine. 
Good Mechanical Condition - New Radiator 
and Alternator. Excellent L-78/15 Tires. 
8 Track Stereo Tape Deck. Not Loaded 
with Electric Controls. Needs Body and 
Frame Work. $1000. If You Have the Time 
and Expertise You Could Probably Put It 
Into The $6-8000 Market. Call 749-3041 Eve-
nings. 10/21 
ed tennis courts and outside 
storage closets should be built. 
They live in one of four apart-
ments currently without storage 
closets . . 
" The road will not be paved 
until next year, after the winter, 
because it has to have a chance 
to settle," Varney says. "The 
fi rst tennis court should be paved 
this week, and the storage closets 
for the four apartments without 
them will be built as soon as pos-
sible." 
Greg Lindsay, a senior hotel 
administration major from Up-
per Saddle River, NJ, says, "I 
like it here. The location is great 
and it only takes five minutes to 
get to school. The Lamprey River 
runs right behind the apartments 
and should be good for ice skat 
ing. Also·, it ·s nice to have brand 
new clean apphances and thP 
apartments are well insulated.·· 
He says that the middle bed-
h>0m 1::, LUO ::,uldll. A;, ;,ovn a-, 
we moved in we drew for rooms 
since thev are all different sizes. 
My roommate Bob got the middle 
room and once he had all his 
furniture in there, we couldn't 
w,:ilk ::iround in it." 
University 
continued from page 10 
submitted by a group of con-
servative House members, pro--
posed cutting more than $3 mil-
lion from the University System's 
budget. That proposal , found fo 
contain a $1 million discrepancy 
in computation, was later with-
drawn from committee consider-
ation. 
Prince said the budget passed 
yesterday still does not take into 
account the increased cost of 
equipment and supplies due to in-
flation . "Either we cut back on 
existing expenditures, or we'll 
have to look for additional' 
revenues," said Prince. . 
Pet~r Hollister, director of Uni-
•'er-3,t.,- relations, :iiaid last year's 
national inflation rate of nine per 
cent presents the University with 
"intangible" problems. iie cited 
the proposal by the Public Ser-
vice Company of New Hampshire 
to raise electricity rates by 20 
per cent. 
\'We're at the mercy of those 
who determine rates," said Hol-
lister. "An increase in electricity 
or oil rates could have a tremen~ 
dous impact on University 
spen~ing.'' 
1969 Ford Torino Lt. Blue white vinyl top . 2-
door 351 auto trans. Power Steering & brakes 
A/C Exe. Cond. no rust. 59,500 miles. New 
battery & tires. Snow tires incl . $1000 868-7387 
10/ 21 
MY HELOVED '68 VW squareback: full of 
new parts, including a recently-reborn en-
gine--runs beautifulfy ; not much rust ; ask-
mg $700 call Anne 659-5324 evenings 11 /8 
COLOR ORGAN - for sale approx. 12" x 24" 
x 6" . More sensitive and more reliable than 
store bought. 3 channel. $35 - Call Dave at 
742-2813. 10/28 
FOR SALE : Dynaco SCA-80Q integrated 
stereo amplil1er -- 80 watts RMS · full con-
tr_ols plus noise filters and tape 'monitors. 
Lists for $300.00, will sell for $120.00 or best 
offer ~all 659-5203,Peter 10/28 
FOR SALE: 1976 Dodge Dart Lite. t;ooct con-
dition, 4 spd Hurst -- 6 cyl, excellent gas mile-
age 4 new tires, 26,000 miles, $3,000 OBO. 
Calf Sue 862-2242 Days or 942-5210 evenings. 
11/8 
ATTN: STUDENTS and anyone in need of 
furniture in good condition and of good qual-
ity without tfie outlandish prices of new. Also 
featuring the best prices on WATERBEDS in 
the area. Come down to Waterbeds 'n Furni-
ture 163 Islington St. Portsmouth Open Mon-
Sat 10-6Phone 436-128611/8 
1973 MGB Roadster $1700 Excellent Condi-
tion Michelin Radials AM-FM Radio Call 
659-2606 11/8 
Stereo Speakers: Advance V. Pair $125. 
Turntable : Pioneer PL112D. $75. Both new 
with warranty carets. 1168-5631. 11/4 
1966 Volvo 122s 2dr sed. Solid body redone 
and painted last year. Excellent interior. En-
gine runs strong. 2 new michelio snow's ask-
mg $675.00 CalJ Matthew 772-4550-or 742-3876 
11/1 -~-~------=== 
GIBSON FOLK BANJO for sale. Five string, 
25 fret, mechanical pegs. No resonator no 
strmgs. Very good condition. $100.00 Cali 
Gary at 21490 or 664-2324. 10/28 
Honda 550 '74 exceHent cond. low mileage. 
Many extras including crash bars, pad<fed 
backrest and l11ggage rack. Dunlap K Si's 
must be ridden. $1100 or best offer. 862-2382 
868-9730 George in 634 10/28 
1977 SUZUJ5:I GS 750 Immaculate. 3 months 
old, 2800 miles. must sell. Need $ for school n,~~ or Best. Chris Stone Hetzel 224 862-1612 
COLLECTORS ITEM - 1967 Thunderbird 
Black, 4-Door Landau. Leather Top and Up~ 
holstery, m Good Condition. 390 Engine. 
Good Mechanical Condition - New Radiator 
and Alternator. Excellent L-78/15 Tires. 8 
Track ~tereo Tape Deck. Not Loaded with 
Electric Controls . Needs Body and Frame 
Work. 10/ 21 
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Students travel to Watkins Glen party for fast moving weekend 
Watkins Glen 
continued frc .n page 7 
had some dogs there--it was un-
real." . 
~Lirucmg Gritch, the Heathens 
sergeant. came over to George. 
"Hey, I don't care if you're a 
virgin or not, you don't qualify." 
Verbal sparring was going on 
with every passing girl, but the 
Heathens had no takers. Gritch 
explained the situation to George. 
"The problem is we came to the 
wrong place. There proba~ly 
isn't a virgin within ten miles 
of here." Stinking (and he was 
stinking) held his hand back and 
poured" another Genesee 6eer info 
his gaping mouth. 
"I hate to say it, but it looks 
like we're going to have to lower 
our standards." · 
A man in his mid-thirties 
wearing mouse ears was walking 
nearby, offering passers-by 
drinks from his bottle of wine. 
"That's Mouse Man," George 
said "He's a good guy. I see 
him here every year. T.JG's a 
janitor at some school in Ohio." 
From· what I gather, he is 
straight all year long, but, when 
Glen time comes, he takes those 
mouse ears out of the drawer 
and drives to the Glen to act 
like a crazy man all weekend. 
Then he drives home to his job 
and wife, washes the ears and 
puts them back in the drawer, 
becoming a respectable citizen. 
It's like that for a lot of them 
here: 
· For thousands like Mouse Man, 
the Glen is not just a weekend, 
but .the Weekend. The weekend 
to let it all hang ·out, to strip 
themselves of their inhibitions 
and to live their fantasies. For 
this one weekend, they don't rest, 
they don't moderate--they just do 
it. They look at it, feel it, scream 
' it, sing it, drink it, smoke it, 
wallow in it, experience it. The 
Glen is a release. 
Dark had descended on Watkins 
Glen. The flickering of campfires 
punctuated the nightscape. 
Smells of burning wood and 
cooked food mingled with the 
sharp October evening air. The 
eastern night sky glowed yellow 
and was filled with sound. Hun-
dreds followed the light and 
noise. They were going to a Glen 
tradition, the burning of an out-
house. 
There was music blaring from 
several sources. The crowd stood 
in a large circle, their faces lit 
bv the fire and the moment. 
Gradually, the wooden out-
house was totally engulfed by 
flame. Someone went up and 
kicked the charred boards 
1972 v;'ga GT. 15,000 m11es on rebuilt '74 en-
gine, new glass ~ires. Extras include FM. 
anvmg hghls , ski r ack . $300. Call 659-5352. 
I()/ 2::::::l~=-:------=~==~=~=--~-
1968 Chrysler- Newport Power brakes--steer-
ing Fair condt. Good Running. 22 Miles Per 
Gallon. Must sell have two C':irs $~00 00 or 
bestliller at Alpha Gamma HJ,,>. !!(iH-!ll."i!J. Paul 
Cresta 10/:i8 · 
For Sale : One pair of OHME hi-fi speakers . 
Still under warranty . Excellent condition 
$125 Call <Roch ) 332-5041 on weekends . Ask 
for John 10/ 28 
.For sale, 1976 Suzuki. GT 250, excellent con-
dition, must sell, $700 firm, also, 1970 Pontiac 
Catalina, good condition, 63;...000 original 
!!)iles,$900. Call Bud 862-1290 in vurham 11 /1 
FOR SALE : Young, gregarious
1 
purebred 
Siberian Husky dog needs a gooa fiome im-
mediately . Will sell at reasonable price to 
the right family. Call Clair at 2-1447. 10/25 
ii.J7f Seep CJ5 Renegade, 4WD. 4 speed with 
overdrive. locking nubs . mag wheels . roll 
bar. Body looks good. mechamcallv like new · 
New Overdrive, clutch fuel and waler pumps 
tires in last 5000 miles . Asking only $1900 1-
431-4542 1 I /4 
·1968 Porsche~ 12 liooct body anct pamt .t<.;xce1-
lent interior; deluxe instrumentation. Not 
driven last 5 winters . New radials all around. 
Runs very strong asking $3500.00 Call Mat-
thew 772-4:iaO 742-38761 l/l 
For Sale: Look Nevada Ski Bindings. Never 
been used--still in their boxes. Toe pieces 
$20; Heel pieces $40. Call 868-9831. Ask for 
Jefr Lipes 10/ 28 _ 
SOLlGAR 28mm LENS: experienced but 
well pamperect wide angle lens tor Mmolta 
11ameras. Optically ano mechanically in 
good shape. Asking about $75. Call Nick at 
659-2117 . 10/21 
FOR SALE : Complete darkroom . Durst en-
larger, dryer/ contact printer, etc . $160.00 
Also Sony ree to reel $250 Asking $50.00 Call 
• 436-6386 I 0/28 
F(fRrf .~970 ;·Country Sedan"' wagon 9. 
passenger. power steering. V-8 , Mechanical-
ly sound. needs body worl<. $500.00 or best 0f-
fer. call original owner for details: 868-7404. 
!QL~-- - - -- . . . . -·-._e;-
for rent 
Room and Board . Retired teacher has 
beautiful room for rent in Deerfield. Pri-
va te bath. No other tenants. 35 minute 
commute. Quiet graduate student preferred 
Board available. Rent negotiable for occa-
sional driving. Call 463-7650. 10/ 21 
through. Tl;ie crowct cheered him. 
Someone else played fireman and 
sprayed a can of beer on it. 
The crowd cheered him. He then 
bowed and blended back into the 
crowd. Finy or 75 people joined 
hands and danced around the 
fire. ,. 
George and I · met a friend 
who arrived Friday. 
"Anything happening at the 
bog?" he asked. "No, They're 
just burning a few cars," I said. 
The business by day is racing. 
The business by night is the 
infamous Bog. The Bog is a mud-
hole fed by a spring on the out-
fieJd of the track. 
Until eight years ago, it was 
a place where no one camped, 
but then someone offered a mo-
torcycle rider a six pack of beer 
if he dared to try and make 
it through the bog. Well, things 
took off from there. It has 
become an annual event for the 
brave and foolhardy to drive 
their vehicles through am.I across 
the Bog. There is one catch 
though. If you fail to make it 
across the Bog then your vehicle, 
whatever it may be, 1s burned. 
A hapless drunk in a '76 Capri 
circled slowly around the Bog, 
goaded by the crowd into chal-
lenging the Bog. His beer-soaked 
confidence was reassured by the 
crowd's cheers of encourage-
ment. He announced he would 
conquer the Bog with a Ford. 
The crowd separated leaving him 
a slick runway lined with waving 
people. 
He floored the gas and the 
Capri's rear end fish tailed 
toward the Bog, picking up mo-
mentum down the embankment. 
The car lurched forward and did 
a two ton belly-flop into the Bog. 
The crowd was stunned, but the 
fearless driver instantly climbed 
out the window and onto the roof 
of the car. The crowd acknow-
ledged the new hero who waved 
and took a sloppy slug from his 
beer. 
Less than ten hours after the 
Bog race had started, it had 
its own customs, heroes and 
folklore. In the years since, the 
Bog has grown. It has grown 
bigger..._ more intense, more cha-
otic ana more destructive. To 
thousands, it is as much a part 
of the Grand Prix weekend as 
is the racing . 
"Actually, the Bog treats 
vehicles much like the racing 
circuit treats racing cars,' ' 
George said. " If a car challenges 
the track and fails, it crashes 
If a car cha Henges the Bog and 
fails, it is burned." 
Over the past couple of years, 
more than 50 cars have suffered 
the ultimate penalty for their 
failure. Almost all of them were 
junkers brought to the Glen for 
the specific purpose of challeng-
ing the Bog. 
By 1974, however, the novelty 
of watching junkers blaze in the 
Bog was gone. Bigger and better 
games were sought. 
On Saturday of the 1974 Grand · 
Prix weekend, while Mario 
Andretti and Carlos Reutemann 
were vying for the pole position, 
someone was plotting the ulti-
mate Bog crime. The several 
hundred people carrying on at 
the Bog under a bright autumn 
sun suddenly turned to hear the 
toot of an air horn and stood 
witness to a most amazing site. 
Coming toward the Bog was a 
55 passenger Greyhound bus. 
At the wheel was not a uniformed 
rlriver , but a drunken Bog enthus-
iast who had crossed the line 
between prankster and felon by 
stealing the pa:r:_ked bus. 
The big silver greyhound 
inched toward the Bog among 
disbelieving eyes and building 
cheers. The first run across the 
Bog was successful. The second 
was terminal. The bus came to 
a wheel-spinning, mud-spewing 
stop. The day long Lotus and 
Ferrari wail was momentarily 
1.h'owned out by a thunderous 
,~iesel moan. 
The bus failed and the sentence 
was quickly carried out. Within 
minutes, the bus was aflame and 
crazies transform into the serious 
racing fans of Sunday. 
George and I finished breakfast 
and headed toward the paddock 
where the Formula One cars are 
kept, much like race horses in 
their stalls. The area was 
jammed with swarms of people. 
George and I decided that we 
would try and sneak into the pits . 
A white clothed guard stood next 
to the pit entrance checking 
passes and IDs. We waited for 
the right moment and rushed 
in as the guard turned to give 
a lost soul directions. 
The pits were in a frenzy. 
Teams were adding la .. t minutt. 
details to their cars, drivers were 
discussing race tactics with their 
managers, Penthouse Pets of 
1977 were strolling around 
flashing their wares, groupies 
we, -~ surrounding their favorite 
driver begging for- autographs 
and journalists were fri:mtically 
taking notes. 
We wandered around for some 
time unnoticed until a guard 
stopped me. "Hey, where's your 
pass?'' I had to think of some-
lhing quickly. I -mustered up an 
English accent. "Pass? Oh, my 
pass. I left it back in the paddock. 
I'm with team McLaren. You 
know, James Hunt and all." 
The guard looked" at ~e, 
scratched his head. All right 
this time '' he muttered, "but 
you bett~r get your _pass.''. I 
thanked him and went back mto 
the crowd. A close one. I thought. 
The start of the race was nearing: 
George and I left the pits anct 
headed for ~he southside of the 
track tn -.vatch the race. 
The race was narrowly won 
by James Hunt of England over 
Mario Andretti. A mere three 
seconds separated the two at the 
finish. The sky was getting 
greyer as the invisible sun began 
to set. Tr'" Bog was quiet--four 
charred Sf.Pl~tons lay silent in the 
mud. The ,\-~ek.end was over. It 
was time to go--time to put the 
stops back in aPd return to real:ty 
onceagai~. 
We packed, said our farewells 
to the Glon and moved iutu the 
seemingly endless line of .cars 
snaking their way down to the 
village. George pulled out the 
last six-pack from the cooler and 
leaned back into his seat. 
"Well, only 36Q ~ft-tit: 
the next weekend." We both 
looked at each other and laughed 
as 'he rain started falling. 
DANCING 
the sky soiled with the dense 
black smoke of burning tires and every Fri. & Sat. at the 
fuel. The final Bog toll for the CAPE NEDDICK 1974 weekend was burned and 
destroyed-~nine cars, one pick-up 
truck, one mini-bike, and one 
Greyhound bus. I N N 
It is 7: 30 Sunday morning. The i 
air is chilled and grey. There tC 
are thousands of people camping I I 
on the surrounding acres, but Rhythm & Blues 
there is a deserted feeling in the I 
sleep-still area. The few people 
stirring move with a cold, hung- 8 I 
over, sleeping bag slowness that ~ 50's Rock 'n' Roll By 
masks a sense of urgency-- ~ 
urgency to get the fire going, ~ S 
~~~~:~::i~~g~~:t~/up of coffee ~ BEN BALDWIN & THE BIG NOTE f 
As they sit sipping their coffee, 5 § 
they try to piece together what ~ From the Portsmouth c·,rclei happened last night, and then ) 
they begin to look forward to I 25 min. drive go 95N to York 
the race that is to come. l ~ 
t h . ~ Rt.1 N to Cape Neddick In The Sunday me amorp os1s t:r...r.r..r.r.r.r.r..,...,.....,....,,....,....,,.~...,.....,...c,-~_,.._,.._,.~ 
has begun. Thousands of the 
Frid~y and Saturday drunken 
classified ads 
roommates 
Farm in Kittery Point on the water. Mature 
houscmate (male or female ) wanted to 
share large attractive farm home with con-
genial bachelor-owner-Yale graduate. Love-
fy setting on large tract of land . $125/ month 
~-207-439-0711!) llLL___ __ ---~ 
wanted 
Wanted--Good home for 6 year old Cock'.;)r 
Spaniel cross bred. Must give her away be-
cause she can 't live on campus. House-
broken, very affectionate . Contact Karen 
809 Christensen 2-2208 868-9810 11/ 1 : 
RIDE ~EEDED: To and from the Garrison 
Sc_hool m D01:er (about 1 mile from Sawyer 
Mills) on Fndays. WILL PAY FOR GASr 
P~a.<;e call.Samh. 868-751610/2S · 
services 
CORPOREAL MIME - Classes in the De-
croux1an. system of dramatic gesture. New 
term begms Nov. 14. Instructor M Mathews 
trai~ed at L'Ecole du Mime 'corp_oreal in 
Pans, France. Dance Theatre East 40 f
1
1easant Street, Portsmouth. NH. 436}9192 
TY[a~~~e~rnir~t£1?~t~I~~i]ftt¥°h1t 
~oice of style/ pitch. Experienced business 
teacher/ secretary. Available for editing, 
dictation. Rates--oage or hour . Universify 
Secretarial A,ssociates . (Diana) 742-4858. 
10/ 28 
Anyone desiring a low-priced haircut. each 
cut being unique according to your exact 
specifications , caTl Lindsey at ·868-2318 on 
Tuesday or Thursctay oetween 7 :uu ana 10 :uu 
,:i.m . All C(!tS will cost $3 .00. 11 / 8 
Enjoy the foliage this fall --let me type your 
papers! 50 cents a page , <slightly more for 
theses ' . Fast service, correcting seledric. 
~_all 862-1952. Ask for Sue. 12:00-4: 30 10/ 21 
Univ~rsity Secretarial Associates Re~ume 
Service 747-4/l!'R. ir '"R 
~PING. 65 cents per page. Caren Rm. 
232 Devine. 2-lM? nr 868-9703. 
ASTROLOGICAL READINGS : three page 
individualized analysis of personality and 
your inner potentials as revealed in your 
birth chart. $6. Need exact dale. time, and 
place of birth. Call 868-2653. 10/ 21 
help wanted 
Forest Park Group Day Care Center needs a 
half-time a ssistant Director to work after-
noons . Resumes and applications must be 
subm:tted by Fri , Nov. 4 at 5:00 p.m . to For-
est Park Day Care Center, 118 Forest Park 
Durham NH 10/ 25 ' 
Typists needed to type cross country results-
October 31 and Nov 5, 1977. Contact John 
Cooeland, 166 Field House or 862-1850. Leave 
a message Only six positions-available]_] / 8 
Resourcefull college student with car fo a-s-
sist retired person with odd jobs and occa-
s1011al transportation to l{ochester. Durham . 
Also--3-10 Acres with open country views 
qui~l. ":armin_g_ton_are~ .Call ~~9~74!_!__1.Li ' 
Work-study or volunteer position available 
tutoring high school student 6 hours / week or 
more . Con_ta<'t Diane Lemay, Upward 
Bound, Rob1r House or call 2-1563. Dead-
!!_ne 10/ 1~ IOt · · 
lost and found 
Lost : one brown suede glove somewhere be-
tween, Down Under and Stoke. If found 
please contact Diana at 2-238310/ 21 
LOST: Golden/ White Angora mix male cat. 
M1ssmg smce October 1st. Gasoline Alley/ 
Mill Pond Area. PLEASE call 749-2999 or 436-
567610/25 
LOST! Gold wallet with $10and all my I.D. 's 
somewhere downtown or in the MUB on Fri-
day 10/ 14 Very important for my emotional 
stability! Please call 742-5770 or 862-1490. 
Ask for Kate 11 / 8 
Reward for Lost personalized pewter lighter 
About 11 , inches long, "Colibri Butane" · 
with initials "MCN " and "7-1 -77" on side. 
If found, please contact Matt c1t 2-2402~ or 
Christensen Hall, C-Tower, Room 438. 10121 
Found at Hood House Medi-Alert I.D. with 
initials SLE. Please claim at front office 
anytime . 
Found : A ten speed bike. Call Gary --
!!fill=7~4 to identify and it's yolj_[~._ 
)IBrsonals - - --
To Newmarket's Finest Sox Fan . L'Chaim! t:ii;f a helluva day . -- A Caring --·stranger" 
Eaga~Charlie: J~anne , Nelly , Stoney, Bub, 
Varene, John, Rick , Fuzzy, Betsy, Jay, B.J ., 
Chem-7 76, The Bongmaster, Lou, Eaga La-
ter 10/28 
T ACA, YOU VICIOUS CANINE : Eating Little 
1''nskies may nurse you back lo health , 
but they won 't do much for your bark 
Don--get your act together . Th~ weekendis 
here ! 10/ 21 
Mother--lay off. I don 't like problems you 
know? You could be heading for danger so if 
you 're smart you will gel off my case' Bright 
eves! 10/ 21 
Dear Dee. Try not to get too hassled . It ·s 
probably worth it all , but caring too much 
might fiurt. Good luck :it W.P . and hope 
everything works out for the best. You'te th, 
best roommate in the.whole world! 10/21 
Dear West Coast: Letter arrived yesterday. 
What a surprise! Glad all is well. Yours 
in the East , BETA!. 10/21 
Jewish Students Meeting--All Jewish Stu-
dents invited. Hillsborough Sullivan Rm 
MUB 7 p .m. Thursday Oct. 20. 10/25 
"SPICY RICI" <The training room queen> 
From tape to rape we know you love it. 
Dwight & The Team. 10/21 
To our knuckle-cracking roomie , Gail: 
Here 's an apricot sour on us , a higher alcohol 
.capacity, a bag of potato chips1 kneadable ·erasers, a never-empty Kleenex nox, an un-
made bed , our fifth roomie, and a happy 
eighteenth , 10/ 23. Your roomies , Jennifer, 
Sandy, Sue 10/ 21 _ _ 
VERNON ROBERTSON (alias " Piggy"> 
Last night was one of the happiest or our 
lives. It was very touching. Knowing hou 
fi~~-~\st:~:\~;~re us . Rosie Palm and er 
Men·s La-c-ro-ss-e~ T-ea-m~ Mecl Wednesday-: 
Oct. 26. Room 38 at F'ield House - Important 
10/25 
Congratulations to the new Mr. and Mrs. 
~a~~~eJ1~~ae8Je~b~~t~h!~rn~~}~!~~sc}o~f~ 
ibesl time ever and letting us be a part iri 
1the start of your new life together . How 
was Bermuda? Too bad vou missed our 
party. hope you had a nice one of your own! 
Hope to hear the pnter-patter ot l1ttle Yuds 
in the near future Can 't wait to see the 
fhcks and pictures Am I m any pictures? 
love, PT. Walter and legs 10/21 
Ventur-a-highway--How did we end up on the 
beach? If Dawn 's jeep rusts a,adialls apart, 
we had nothing to do with it !'We were just a-
long for the ride! Strangers in the night 10/ 21 
Thanks C.B . for the happiest year of my life 1 
Our first snow, daisies. and beinf firsllour 
~~!~ ~{~~~¾"e 'f o;{f gonna ma e it! or-
DURK: Happy 21st Birthday. and ,congratu-
lations on your legality! DER P.S . See if you 
can do it without a pink basket this year. 
10 / ?1 
On Wednesday. October 26, at 7 p.m . in SSC 
204, ODE is sponsoring a debate on welfa re 
reform featunng WSBE professors ~iurd. Ir-
win, a nd Thol!l.P§9n . 10/25 ·--· __ _ 
CO NTACT LENS WEARERS Save money on 
your bra nd name hard and soft lens supplies . 
Send for free illustrated catalog. CONTACT 
LENS SUPPLY CENTER 341 E. Camelback 
p1_10enix, Arizona 8501210/ 2'! . ______ _ 
To the girl from Newmarket --Dame Rd.? 
whom I gave a ride to on Sal. . 10/ 15, Do you 
wa r.t to_M~ther? Call Joe - 742-6288 ll / l 
Tired of TV Dinners? Here's a simple inex-
pensive recipe created by nutntionally-
minded students at RPL uses one pan. takes 
·Jess than IO mmutes , and can taste different 
·ever~ night. Send $1 plus stamped, sell-aa-
dressed envelope lo Recipe, Box !HO. May-
wood, N.J . 07607. ll /8 ________ _ 
HETZEL HAPPY HOUR Friday - October 
21,1977 3-8 p.m . Mixed drinks. Beer. Popcorn 
Please enter throug_h back door.,_ 10/ 21 _ 
Pre-law students : The Academic Mini Dorm 
and the Pre-law committee presents a sem-
inar and workshop on the AMO lounge, Wed-
nesday Oct 26th at 7: 30 p.m. I0/ 2S 
ALL CLUBS: Tell others -about Your 
club. its purpose, meeting times. con-
met person. ·submit article for all-campus 
club newsletter to Student Activities. 126 
M.U.B. Deadline: October 31. 10/ 21 
EILEEN SMILE CUTIE ! T=hc-:i-ng_s_ w--cilcc---1. 
L~~s~riv~-t~~,2~et~er ! ~ kn~ you ca~~ 
ATTENTION MOTORCYCLISTS . If you are 
looking for a cozy spot for winter storage we 
have storage space available. Locateo in 
Durham less than I mile from campus. 
. Rates n~otiable Call 86B-588B 11 / 4 _ _ __ 
To MY EX-ROOMIE, Hope you have.a nappy 
20th btrthctay. 1that ·s youswank! 1 ~tay as 
nutty as always. Live it up uus weekend' 
Love ya. Debbie •·~ 
'Jo the other elite-member of the W.RO.D. 
club. Are you 3-D, or haven"! you found 
. the swamp yeP Sorry about the Mud. for 
l!)Y.Q~!l safety I think I'll b~Lnvisi~IQ/1.I__ 
For him who would fifl ~pac<>s witl1 Illl'ffiITT" · 
it•s or thumbs- rem Pm her : temporal illusions 
pass all too swiftly _ Search for th ings that 
han' substance: l<ir th'ii!;e flow \r ith the t1d<'s 
or tinw ... Phoenix to :.!I 
Lebanese Himalayan scrimshaw enthusiast · 
seeks . spec1ahst m pnmate urinarv tract 
mfect10ns for_ c_ombination scrod fishing/ sky 
d1vmg exped1t10n at College Brook . Gloves 
requ1red . f0 / 21 ____ _ ___ _ _ 
Want to s top-smokfog. lose weight . 1mpro\·e 
Studv habits or change vour, life. Hypnosis 
\\·orks , :\P\\. llamp,:;hin• Counseling& ·. Hvno-
therfil)yJ;:~n_ter0 CaU 603-:i82.::560o !t' ~ . _ 
I 
I 
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Wildcats host Huskies without ColeID~n, Wohlfarth 
FOOTBALL, 
continued from page 24 
University should compare close-
ly to last week's Central Connec-
ticut mismatch (42-7), Bowes 
may leave his starters in a little 
longer than-last week. 
"We have to give our kids some 
( work," he said. "It you go too 
many weeks in a row without a 
close game like we have, the star-
ters are playing less than the 
substitutes.'' 
Bowes also can't forget last 
year's UNH-Northeastern clash 
in which the Wildcats blew a 21-0 
lead and went into the fourth 
quarter tied at 21-all. The Cats 
finally won the game, 35-21 on the 
strength of 197-yard day from 
George Cappadona. 
Tomorrow, UNH will still be 
without the services of tailback 
Billy Coleman who is still limping 
on a bad knee. And, center Don 
Wohlfarth received a hit in prac-
tice on Tuesday that gave him a 
mild concussion. He will proba-
bly be replaced tomorrow by 
Doug Romano. 
Northeastern will come into 
Cowell Stadium tomorrow with a 
2-3-1 record. · 
"We haven't played up to our 
potential," said Huskie coach Bo 
· Lyons. "Our team hadn't been to-
gether for very long--we don't 
have the poise of a team like 
, UNH, whose players have been 
together for three or four years. 
"UNH had what has to be a 
coach's idea of an ideal football 
team," continued Lyons. 
"They'll be the finest team we'll 
face all year.'' _ 
Although Lyons said his Huskies 
are a - "wing-T" team, Bowes 
begged to differ . ''They're far 
from a wing-T team," he said. 
"They have run something dif-
ferent every time we've seen 
them in the game films." 
"And defensively, they are just 
as multiple-they've used every 
kind of alignment you can 
imagine." 
Many outclassed teams UNH 
has faced have resorted to the 
surprise strategy to try and 
throw the Wildcats off balance. 
UConn tried just ·about every in the year.''. . 
trick they could think of when Bowes said the Huskies have 
they hosted the Cats three weeks , used two quarterbac~s. "~h~n 
ago but it did nothing more than Clark Crowley (semor) 1s m 
slo~ down the Wildcats, who there, you can bet they'll pass. 
eventually won, 42-7. Whe~ (fresh~an) Billy Pinto is 
"When a team gives you so playmg, he hkes to run the ball 
many different looks it's tough," himself a lot." 
said Bowes. "You 'don't know It should be interesting to watch 
what to expect." the play _of right halfbac_k Wayne 
However the thing to remem- Bourgems, who was switched_ to 
ber about these types of teams is the backfield from his offensive 
that wh~n they resort to these guard position. He is 6'2", 235 
tactics, they become extremely pounds. . 
erratic. Jeff Sagarm, who weekly pre-
"Our offense hasn't been too dictions appear in The Boston 
consistent," said Lyons. "But Globe, picks UNH to win by 34 
we're young and learning. Our .,o_oi_n_ts_. _________ ,. 
defense is also a question mark.'' 
Though Lyons shied away from 
mentioning any one or two out-
standing players on his squad, 
Bowes said the Wildcats will be 
looking out for a big tight end 
named Dan Ross. 
"Ross is an excellent end," 
said Bowes. "He's 6'4," 210 
pounds and he's very versatile. 
He won the Golden Helmet A-
ward (for outstanding weekly 
- play in New England) earlier 
UNH's womens 
ice hockey team 








continued from page 4 
tion Church,'' said junior Cordy 
Shea. "What it is, I still don't 
know. 
"Charlie Wheeler stood there 
and showed his belief,'' said Shea. 
"But he was not able to answer 
questions about it." 
· •·•Tfie questions arid reb1:1ttals 
matte me aware Wheeler 1s not 
at all sure of what he is talking 
about." said a senior who wished 
to remain anonymous. 
"There were too many incon-
sistencies," he said. "They're 
( the Church) not worth a dime.'' 
Most students said the Student 
Government presentation follow-
ing the Church program was in-
teresting, but unnecessary. 
''The second half was not nec-
essary," said Mead. The question 
and answer session came out 
making the Church look bad, as 
it has in the newspapers." 
"I had a pretty good idea that 
(Unification Church leader Rev. 
Sun Myung) Moon was a 
fraud and the Church was or-
ganized by him for his own ends,'' 
said Cline. "It still seems that 
way. 
"I did conclude that most mem-
bers are sincere," he said. 
"It must have been very em-
barrassing for Wheeler,'' 
said a freshman who wished to 
remain anonymous. "It brought · 
out the inconsistencies and weak-






continued from page 4 
look like child's play. It was hard 
not to feel guilty with my small 
struggle compared with the 
stories of Rev. Moon and the 
crying out in prayer all around 
me," wrote Engel. 
Engel said he was then 
threatened with "everlasting 
hell'' if he disobeyed the instruc-
tions of the Unification Church. 
"We had been worked on so in-
tensely and been so psycho-
logically swung from joy to fear 
and back again, that it was hard 
not to believe," he wrote. 
Engel spent the next three 
weeks isolated from any news of 
the outside world, listening to lec-
tures on the teachim!s of Moon 
every day. 
Like many Unification Church 
members, Engel said he was 
eventually sent out into the 
street, selling flowers to raise 
money for the church. 
"My first time out, the girl I 
went with told me to say anything 
to get money from people--like to 
say we were raising money for 
drug rehabilitation or an old age 
home," said Engel. 
"I had been reduced to a de-
pendent being!" he wrote. "The 
church had made me so vulner-
able and so unable to cope with 
the real world, that I was compel-
led to stay with them." 
About a month after Engel be-
came involved with the church, 
he received a message that his 
mother was ill. 
"Before I was able to call back, 
me group leader 'programmed' 
me. She told me that my mother 
was ill because ~atan had pos-
sessed her. Satan was workfog 
through my family to try to take 
me away fn,m the church. My 
Interview, poge 21 
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SAT & SUN MAT 1.00 Interview 
continued from page 20 . patterns they had instilled in me--
true 'spiritual' parents were sup- like sleeping from 1 (a.m.) to 5 
posed to be Rev. Moon and his (a.m.) ev_ery day. I forced myself 
wife," wrote Engel. out of their programmed habits. 
Engel was allowed to call his "Most people need a confron-
family, but only while his group tation (with a professional) in the 
leader stood beside him and cued initial stages. Once they make 
him as to what he could say. the realiza~ion, it tak~s about one 
"I felt as if I was not really month to six weeks with someone 
doing the talking, but was some- else to talk to_you and help you to 
how forced to say what she - come out of it. It takes about a 
· wanted me to,'' wrote Engel. fu~l year to come back fully,'' 
After Engel refused his said Engel.. 
parents' plea to return home he E~gel said he began lecturing 
became a member of the U~ifi- agamst the Unification Church 
cation Church's work force in because there is a demand for in-
Berkeley. He worked for ten formation from religious groups, 
hours a day selling flowers and colleges and other professional 
- -- recruiting potential followers for groups. 
the church. "I think it is important to tell 
A month 1:lnd a half after the truth _about the organization," 
joining the Moon forces, Engel Engel said. "I was deceived, and 
was allowed to see his father who I would not want people to go 
naa nown out from New Yorle. through ,,the hell that I went 
"Because I was still able to see through. 
my father's love, conceTn and un- Engel said he has "not yet" 
derstanding, I could not accept been t~r~ate_ned by members of 
the idea that my father was evil the Umf1cabon Church for his 
as the Church tried to make me tstand against them. 
believe," wrote Engel. "I know others . C ex-Unification 
"They (followers of Moon) Church members) who have re-
hadn't closed my mi~d totally. I ceived threats," said Engel, "but 
saw that I was becoming a robot. personally, I have not." 
I sensed the cult was selfish. . Engel said the best way .,of 
They wanted everything of me-- dealing with the Moon followers 
my money, my body, my mind, is to "inform people so they know 
and my soul. My father just what's going on. When I was 
wanted me to· be free," said traveling, I didn't know anything 
Engel. about the Unification Church. It 
~•1 went through_ d_eprogram- is easier to help people before 
mmg slowly and I did 1t myself," they get in than afterwards." 
said Engel. "I had to break the According to Engel, Church 
Durham Plate 
Wilton Armetale 
Available only at the 
The Red Carpet 
Flower & Gift Shop 
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30 Sat. 9-5 
members have "an eye for people 
wh~ are looking like they don't 
k_now what they are doing--a tran-
sient sort of person who is at 
some point of crisis. 
. "They_ look for people who are 
1mpress10nab\e, idealistic, or de-
pr·essed. They love you up and 
pull you in. Especially during test 
weeks. (at colleges), people are 
bummmg out and they are very 
susceptible,'' said Engel. 
"They look for people who are 
traveling. People who are open to 
new · experiences--who are 
looking for a group thing," said 
Engel. 
According to Engel, the two 
centers for the Church's recruit-
ment are New York and Califor-
nia. 
He said he thought the Unifica-
tion Church is "trying to give a 
show of respectability (thio year 
in Durham). They don't want to 
make the mistakes they made a 
couple years ago. Their idea is to 
get involved on a long-term basis. 
They have a single minded pur-
pose, and that's conversion." 
. Engel s3:id he tries not to ques-
tion the right to believe in the 
Church in his lectures, but rather 
"the right of free choice is the 
issue." 
E.M.LOEW'S . MOVIE .-; . 
~ ~ _..;:,.~ THEATRE . ~>, 
'--"'" ~IAL436·5710 . . 
INTOWN PORTSMOUTH 
FRI & SAT OCT 21 & 22 SUN-MON & TUES 
MARX BROS. OCT 23-24-25 
AT 7:30 in both AT7: 15 
"BIG STORE" "HARLAN COUNTY, 
AT 9:00 NR AT B:55 USA" 
"AT THE CIRCUS" "Z" 






NOW THRU THURS 
MATINEES 
SAT &SUN OCT22-2 
MARX BROS. 
AT 7:30 2 features 
"BIG STORE" 
AT9:00 · NR 
NR "AT THE CIRCUS" 
INTOWN PORTSMOUTH 
AT7: 15 & 9:05 
"The _CHICKEN 
CHRONICLES". 
Introducing a nfNI concept:. 
HearCutting 
At Great Ex, you never get a 
haircut imposed ~ on you. Our 
haircutters are craftsmen anEJ 
craftswom_en ... not artistes. So 
they won't use your head I ike a 
canvas to interpret the meaning 
of life. 
Our haircutters are trained to lis-
ten to you. We want to hear how 
you'd. like your hair to look. A 
haircut should make the guy or 
gal who's wearing ~t happy. 
That's why Great Ex is 'the onJ.-y.. 
place where you don't ne'88 a 
sharp lawyer'to get a fair tiearing. 
It's also the only place where 
guys and gals always get a great 
haircut without an appointment. 
Newington Mall 
and 
Mall of New Hampshire 
Manchester 
-----------~----~----------------------------------------------















- ALL SUBJECTS 
Fast, profe~sional, and proven 
quality. Choose from qur library of 
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the 
·current edition of our· 220 page 
mail order catalog. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE 
11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. Q0025 
(213} 477-~474 
Our resE:,arch papers are sold for 
research purposes only. 
1
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t Enclosed is $1. I 
I Name ---------1l I -I Address ________ _ 
J City"• . I, L~;! ____ Zip ______ J _____ _ 
Reg $17 .00 - sale price 11.00 
Colors: green, black, 
navy, khaki, brown 
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Turned pro as a sophomore 
. Bob Miller: from UNH to the Boston Bruins 
Bob Miller, a former UNH 
standout, scored his Jirsr 
National Hockey League goal 
Wednesday night as the 
Bruins beat the St. · Louis 
Blues, 7-3. 
By Lee Hunsaker 
"Miller! Miller 1 Miller!" 
The chant rang down from the 
balconies, showering across the 
Boston Garden last Sunday night. 
On the ice lay a Montreal 
Canadien, Serge Savard, · 
' crumpled from a devastating hip 
check that Boston Bruins rookie 
Bob Miller had, seconds earlier, 
applied to the once high-flying 
defenseman. 
Bob Miller is now a 21-year 
old hockey player for the Bruins. 
He left UNH -last year after two 
successful years as a Wildcat, 
dud iexpt:rit:m.:t: with the U.S. 
Olympic.and National teams. 
"Miller! Miller! Miller!" The 
chant continued all night long. 
·"There was once tonight that 
I did hear it ( the chant)," said 
Miller later in the locker room. 
1 "It was durin_g a t. v. commer-
cial break and I was on the ice. 
I just stopped for a second and 
looked around - at the crowd, 
the stands. 
''Then I looked across the face-
off circle at the guys that I was 
playing against. (Yvan) 
Corneyer, (Guy) LaFleur, (Ken) 
Dryden. All these guys that I 
used· to watch on t. v. I couldn't 
really believe it. 
''I think if I started thinking 
about the whole thing, it would 
really hurt me. So I try to think 
just about each game, and I 
try to do my best." · 
The Bruins lost the game, 2-0; 
but Miller had played well at. 
left wing and center. 
He ripped the tape from around 
his ankles and loosened. his 
skates. Steam spewed out of the 
boot of the skates and the curly 




The 5', 10", 185 lb. Miller 
snapped off his shoulder pads 
revealing his long john, ./ soaked 
from sweat, pasted to his large, 
muscular torso. Gently, he peeled 
the clothes off his upper body 
again allowing the steam to jet. 
off like it was coming from an 
overheated radiator. He .sipped 
on a ginger ale an attendant 
brought him. 
"I never thought I'd be here," 
he said, "not from the start. 
Bobby Miller is now a Boston Bruin and the familiar 
number nine in blue and white has given way to 14 in 
black and gold. 
Every day I just felt better and 
better." 
He grabbed a towel and wiped 
his face. By now he was swarmed 
by reporteiis. Teammates Jean 
Ratelle, Brad Park, Gilles 
Gilbert, and Gregg Sheppard all 
sat about, just listening.· 
Miller looked up, paused for 
a moment, then took a long drink. 
He's the home town kid - the 
sequel to Mike Milbury, a second 
year defenseman from the 
Boston area. Miller's homebred 
and right now he's the pride 
of Billerica, Ma. and the whole 
Boston area. 
On the ice "he's turned into 
a fine professional hockey 
player," said Bruins coach Don 
Cherry. "He's got a super shot -
it's hard and very accurate. 
We're pleased with him so far." 
But off the ice he is still the · 
Bobby Miller that UNH knew; 
quiet, but not shy, soft spoken· 
and polite. 
There are these two shades 
to Bobby Miller - one fiercely 
intense and the other easy-going. 
Not many know, or care about 
the easy-going man. What tqe 
fans want is the intense com-
petitor, the rough-house Bruin 
who they will watch on t.v., in 
bars and homes, and who they 
fanatically cheer for at the 
Garden. 





The mystique isn't a new one. 
Milbury had it last year. Bobby 
Orr and Phil Esposito carried 
it for what seemed like centuries. 
It brought together the roof-
scraping fans into a combination 
fraternity - sorority called the 
"Gallery Gods". 
Chants would rain · down from 
the highest seats in the Garden 
Miller leans into Canadien Serge Savard as the two battle for a loose puck in front of the 
Bruins' bench. (Lee Hunsaker photo) • . . 
-
Another change has been in Miller's style of play. This hip-
check by the rookie left Canadien Serge Savard low arid 
bruised. (Lee Hunsaker photos) 
for the hero. The din was con-
sistent and loud. 
The lone mad-screamer who 
used to let out one high~pitched 
banshee call at the beginning 
of the , third period was there 
too. 
But when the Bruins were sold 
to the Jacobs Brothers of Buffalo, 
N. Y. the Gods all left, not by 
choice but because their most 
prized possession, their seats, 
were taken out. 
Now, however, they seem to 
have multiplied again and have 
spread across all sections of the 
Garden. They have a new hero. 
"Miller, Miller, Miller" - the 
chant came down everytime he 
took the ice. 
But who would have thought 
that Bob Miller (he would have 
• been a junior at UNH this year) 
would ever be a Bruin. 
"I didn't expect· him to make 
the Bruins," said Cherry. "I 
thought he'd make the Rochester 
club (Bruins' farm team) with 
no problem. I never expected 
this." 
"I knew I had to play hard 
when I came to camp,'' said 
Miller. "Cherry likes to play 
tough hockey, playing the body. 
So that's what I did.'' 
For the whole night Sunday, 
that's what Miller did. He played 
the body. But he also played 
positional hockey and he also 
skated and he also shot. 
"That's the way he's been 
playing for us all along,'' com-
mented Cherry. 
"That's what we want to see," 
said Kathy King, a fan at Sun-
day's game. "I think many 
people are here to see Bobby -
He's homegrown and we love it." 
In the locker room, Miller 
stared at the floor, waiting for 
the next question. The steam 
continued to rise from his body. 
~omeone asked about goalie 
Dryden and Miller's two shots 
that night, one a _har_d slap shot, 
the other a wrist shot from close-
in. _ 
"The first one, I was looking 
for the far corner," said Miller. 
"The second time I tried to go 
between his pads but he didn't 
give it to me." 
A reporter remarked how 
Dryden never gives any shooter 
.anything. 
Miller looked up, with a slight 
grin on his face. "Yeah," he said, 
"he's not too bad." 
Bobby Miller - quiet, patient, 
polite - the new mystique. His 
story is one of success - so far. 
A ·high school all-star from 
Billerica, Ma. where he set all 
scoring records, Miller came to 
the University of New Hampshire 
· and coach Charlie Holt. 
One year later he was the 
rookie-of-the-year in the ECAC. 
Another year later, he was also 
a member of the 1976 U.S. Olym-
pic team. All at the ripe age 
of 19. 
He relurned from Innsbruck, 
Austria (site of the Winter 
Olympic Games) a different 
hockey player. Different to 
everyone, that is, except Holt. 
'Bobby ... is the 
kind of guy 
who can make 
it all work' 
"I didn't see any change," said 
Holt, "except that he was bigger 
and stronger. Anyone who sees 
Bobby now at center knows thafs 
what he's best at.'' 
Last year, Miller became an 
All-American, All-East, All-
ECAC, All-everything. And in 
only two years of play at UNH, 
Bobby Miller was the ninth all-
·time leading scorer in Wildcat 
history. 
But now that's all behind him. 
He's reached his final goal. 
Miller is now a Bruin. 
Bruins coach Cherry said he'll 
soon move Miller into his famil-
iar position at center. "He'll get 
• more chances at center as the 
season goes on," he said. "I'm 
always switching the lines, so you 
never know who he'll be with 
next." 
''The way the Bruins play,'' 
said Holt, "is with the wings 
flying up and down their sides. 
They need a center <like Ratelle) 
for these wings. Bobby at center 
is the kind of guy that can make 
it all work." · 
Miller accepted this praise in 
humble fashion with a sincere 
grin. "I'm glad he's (Cherry) 
happy with me," he said. He 
took off his · suspenders and let 
his hockey pants drop to the 
floor, stepping out of them one 
foot at a time. 
He's worked a long time to be 
who he is now. Bobby Miller 
is a Bruin -a professional. 
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I sport shorts -1 UNH s-pikers 'all wet', lose, 3-1 
Cochran~ectedfuhall· 
Marilyn Cochran, the UNH women's ski coach, was recently 
elected to the National Ski Hall of Fame, located in Ishpeming, 
Michigan. The Hall of Fame includes medalists in Olympic and Fed-
eration of International skiing world championship competition. 
Cochran won a ·hronze medal for the c~mbined slalom, giant 
slalom, and alpine events at the 1970 FIS World Championships, 
held at Val Gardena, Italy. She also ·competed in the 1974 
Fl? World Championships and the.1972 Olympics. · . 
BurnhaDl wins awards 
Ho-hum. Bill Burnham has won more weekly awards . The 
senior tailback was nained ECAC player of . the week in Division 
II and offensive player of the week in the Yankee Conference. 
Burnham had 193 yards on 26 carries in Saturday's 42-7 
romp over Central Connecticut .and scored four touchdowns. 
He had 166 yards in the first quarter of the game, including 
a 65-yard run from the line of scrimmage. 
Smith breaks 3-3 tie; 
Netwomen squeak . by 
By Gerry Miles 
Freshman Pam Smith edged 
her opponent in the third set of 
her match to break a 3-3 deadlock 
and give the UNH netwomen a 
4-3 win at Colby Wednesday. 
':':'ension was high because each 
point was important to the out-
come of the match. 
Smith won the ffrst set ~-3. lost 
the second 4-6, then rebounded for 
the win, 6-2. 
The only other singles player to 
win was third singles player Judy 
Wiles. • 
This is not the first time the 
Wildcats have had the outcome of 
the contest riding on the last 
match. Jocelyn Berube lost a 
heart breaker on October 5th in 
the dark against UMass. 
The first doubles team ·of Lisa 
Bragdon and Kathy Bourne play-
~d together for the first time and 
secured the second Cat win of the 
day. 
"They played beautifully toget-
her, " said coach Joyce Mills of 
the new · team . Second doubles 
team of Meg Dingh::im and Peg 
De_y also defeated their <moo~ 
nents to tie the mat:ch and set the 
stage for Smith's match. 
The win upped UNH's record to 
6-2. 
. This weekend, the women tra-
vel to UMass at Amherst for the 
New England tournament. 
Last year, the team finished 
ninth out of the forty-two teams 
competing. None of UNH's wom-
en are seeded. Dartmouth and 
Harvard do and should provide 
stiff competition. 
Mills is sen.ding down · two 
' singles and doubles teams. Judy 
Luber and Pam Smith will play 
fjrst and second singles respect-
ively. 
Nancy Veale and Jocelyn Beru-
be will play first doubles. Veale 
had been playing first •singles but 
her neck vertebrae, which was 
operated on during the off season, 
was acting up again and she took 
time off to rest and see a doctor. 
By Gerry Miles 
The rain, which had persisted 
outside all day long, found its 
way into Lundholm Gymnasium 
on Wednesday afternoon, ac-
cording to bewildered UNH vol-
leyball coach Laurel Milos. 
"Weweresoggy. We were dead 
on our feet," said Milos, after 
the Wildcats lost the last three 
games and .droppeq the match to 
Springfield College, a perennial 
power house in the east. 
Ttie Cats, who lost, 3-1 in the 
best-of-five match, came out 
strong and grabbed a 13-3 lead in 
the first game. However, the 
'. Chiefs fought back and rallied for 
eight unanswered points to come 
within two points of tying the . 
game, 13-11. The Cats then won 
the next two points to clinch the 
game. 
"They made us look foolish," 
said second7year Springfield 
Coach Mimi Mu_rray about the 
first game. "We had to get off the 
bus and play volleyball which is 
what we did in the remaining 
games." 
Springfield completely 
dominated the second game, al-
lowing the Cats just five points 
and breezing to a 15-5 win. 
"We gave them better sets than 
their setters gave them," said 
Milos. 
Game number three was differ-
ent altogether, as the Cats once 
again took a quick lead, only to 
have it knotted just as quickly by 
Springfield at five-all. But deter-
mination proved to be the key to 
success as the Wildcats . pulled 
away and enjoyed a six point 
edge, 12-6. 
Springfield promptly called 
time to regroup and talk things 
over. It seemed to have worked 
as they took six straight points 
UNH's Peter Tufts (7) and UMaine's Rick Davee 07) 
battle for the ball during the Wildcats' last win over Maine. 
The Cats have since dropped three in a row. (Lee Hunsaker 
photo) , 
again to tie the score. 
UNH had one more chance to 
take the lead when the Chiefs 
lost their serve. The Cats ' close 
angle attempt across the net 
fooled everyone but went out of 
bounds and the serve went back 
to the Chiefs. They then took the 
next two points and a 2-1 lead. 
"Midcourt indecision hurt us in 
almost all three games, '' Milos 
said. "Our serve reception de-
creased and Ellen Grant , a fresh-
man, didn't get the sets. We haye · 
to start working as a machine in-
stead of hesitating people." 
The match was decided when 
Springfield jumped out to a 7-0 
lead, causing Milos to call time 
to re-organize. The Cats still dove 
for the balls and put as much 
energy as they could muster into 
a fin performance. 
But the Chiefs neve_r looked 
back from that point on , and the 
momentum, which had swung 
Ul~h Wi:tY , \:oulcln ' t b e r cvcn,cd . 
They won, 15-3 to up their record 
to 7-4. 
The Cats' mark fell to 6-5. They 
will play next against the Univer-
sity of Hartford and Westfield 





continued from page 24 
The . next game will be tomor-
row at Middlebury, who is 6-1-1 on 
the season. The 2:30 p.m . match-
up could be a close game and 
Young said he is optimistic about 
an upset. 
"They've •been playing teams 
like Williams, Dartmouth and 
Springfield," said Young. " All of 
th~em are powerful teams. '' 
"They 've got the momentum 
and we're in a slump, but hopeful-
ly we'll climb out of that slump 
and surprise them." 
" I'm just goi11g into the game 
optimistically ." said Davis . "I 
don't know a thing abouf Middle-
bury so I hope the team can just 
pull it together .' ' 
Football: Yankee 
Conference stats 
.Div. II poll !cat ~tats I 
RUSHING (Yds . Per Game ) 




Bill Burnham, NH 6 166 898 5.4 14 65 
Bill Coleman, Ma 6 131 634 4.~ 4 43 
Charles Hall , BU 4 91 401 4.4 2 23 
Rudy DiPietro, Me 6 122 477 3.9 2 23 
Leroy Shaw, RI 6 107 451 4.2 3 41 
Rich Moser, RI 6 88 331 3.8 6 16 
PASSING (Completions Per Game) 
Player G A TT CMP 
Jeff Allen, NH 6 107 68 
Greg Geiger, BU 5 88 41 
Steve Tosches, RI 5 79 39 
Jack Cosgrove, Me 6 83 44 
Maron Clark, CT 5· 69 35 
Mike Fallon, Ma 5 69 33 
































Player G - NO YDS A VE TD LG C/G 
Lee Pope, NH 6 23 427 18.6 1 48 3.8 
Tom Spann, RI 5 17 274 16.l o 40 3.4 
Tom Ruf fen, NH 6 14 158 11.3 o 55 2.3 
Bob Farbotko, Ct 6 16 212 13.3 2 24 2.6 




Jad Palmacci, Me 
John Weber, RI 
NO YDS AVE 
7 77 11.0 
11 66 6.0 
11 31 2.8 
LEADING SCORERS <Points Per Game l 
Player G TD EP FG 
Bill Burnham, NH 6 14 O O 
Bill Coleman, NH 5 6 O O 
Rich Moser, RI 6 6 2 o 
Kevin Cummings, Ma 6 6 o o 




Rhode Island . 
Maine 
Boston Univ . 
Connecticut 
W L T W L T 
3 0 0 6 0 0 
3 0 0 5 1 0 
1 1 0 2 14 0 
1 3 0 3 3 0 
0 2 0 2 3 0 



































1. So. Carolina St. 
2. New Hampshire 
3. Montana St. . 
4. No. Michigan 
5. No . Dakota St. 
6 . UMass 
7. Tennessee St. 
8. Navada-Reno 
9. Jacksonville St. 















l. New Hampshire (6-0) .. . . . .. .... 70 
2. UMass (5-ll . ... ..... ... .. .. ... . 62 
·3. Clarion St. ( 5-0) .. ........... .. .. 58 
4. Springfield· (5-ll ..... . ....... . .. 41 
5. Indiana St. <Pa.) (3-1-lJ . .. .... .. 36 
6. East Stroudsburg ( 3-1) . .... . . ... 29 
7. Lehigh (5-2 ). ... ..... ... .. . ... .. 24 
8. AIC (4-1-ll .. .. ..... .... ... . .. . .. 18 
9. Delaware (2-3-1). ... . ........ . .. 12 
10. Maine (3-3 ) . . . .. .. .. . . .. .... .... . 6 
Team stats 
UNH OPP 
First Downs 148 84 
< by rushing) 88 40 
( by passing l 53 35 
( by penalty l 7 9 
Total Plays 488 389 
(by rushing) 374 252 
( by passing l 114 137 
Rushing Yardage 1675 778 
Passing Yardage 1011 694 
Total Offense 2686 1472 
Passes Attempted 114 137 
Passes Completed 72 59 
Passes Had Int. 1 13 
Fumbles 23 23 
Fumbles Lost 13 14 
No . of Penalties 39 26 
Yards Penalized 411 228 
Individual stats 
INpIVIDUAL RUSHING 
Name No. Yds. Avg. TD 
Burnham 166 898 5.4 14 
Coleman 59 251 4.3 4 
Pendry 30 197 6.6 0 
Ingui 36 132 3.7 4 
Delozier 26 97 · 3.7 0 
Leavitt 10 29 2.9 () 
Swiezynski 9 26 2.9 0 
Cameron 6 23 3.8 0 
Stevens 3 8 2.7 0 
Sullivan 1 7 7.'l 0 
Iodice 3 7 2.3 0 
Allen 25 0 0.0 1 
INDIVIDUAL PASSING 
Name Att. Com. TD % 
Allen 107 68 6 63.6 
Leavitt 4 3 1 75.0 
Burnham 2 0 0 0.0 
Stevens 1 1 0 100.0 
PA~S RECEIVING 
Name No. Yds . Avg . TD 
Pope 23 427 18.6 1 
R1.,ffen 14 158 11.3 0 
Wharff 10 102 10:2 3 
Burnham 6 34 5.7 0 
Destefano 5 52 10.4 0 
Coleman 4 100 25.0 2 
Farrell 4 60 15.0 0 
LEADING SCORERS 
Name TD X-pt FG Points 
Burnham· · 14 0 0 84 
Coleman 6 0 0 36 
Ingui 4 ;) 0 24 
Illman 0 19 0 19 
Wharff 3 0 0 18 
Checovich 0 5 2 11 
Allen 1 0 0 6 
Pope 1 0 0 6 
Clark 1 0 0 6 
Williams 0 2 1 5 
Soccer: N.E. 
Div. I poll 
· I. · Dartmouth . .. . . . . . 
2. Vermont. . ... . . . ... . 
3. Brown.: .. ......... . 
· 3. Harvar.d ... .. . . . 
3. Rhode Island .. . . .. . 
6. · BU ........... .. . . . . 
7. UConn . . . ... . .. .. .. . 
8. UMass .. ... ... . . .. . . 
9. Yale . .... .... . .... . . 
10. Bridgeport. ... ..... . 
11. New Hampshire .. 















Vermont. .... . . . 
Rhode Island ... . 
BU ....... . 
TJConn .. . .. .... . 
New Hampshire. 
UMass .. . ... . . . . 

























Howie Friedman, BU ... 52 8 1.00 
Pete Carli, UConn . . . . . . 45 12" 1.09 
Mark Hodgdon, UMass. 72 8 1.14 
Bart Farley, Vermont.. 63 9 1.29 
Joe Kanzler, URI . ...... 73 10 1.42 
Phil Torsney, Maine. ... 82 18 2.00 
Gordon Tuttle, UNH ... . 100 18 2.25 
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Wildcat tri-captain Cathy Nichols manuevers around a Plymouth state defender during recent 
· field hockey action. UNH edged Springfield Wednesday, 1-0 on a dramatic goal by Mamie 
Reardon. ( Lee Hunsaker photo) 
Cats nipped, 1-0 
Hooters dealt third straight loss 
By Lee Hunsaker . right side and Brennan was on were not too testing. 
They say that everything bad the left. Tuttle, however, was called up-
comes in sets of three. For UNH's HHe came over in front of the on to make "several excellent 
soccer team, that axiom proved net, took the pass and shot from saves" according to Young. 
true Wednesday afterno~n. when about 12 yards out." according to Young. 
th~y dropped a 1-_0 dec1s~on to UNH's lack of goal scoring this Dick Kiernan, the Cats other 
Bridgeport, dropping their re- year has been a puzzling problem co-captain who popped in the two 
cord to 3-6-0 on t~e season. for Young. Wednesday's game goals against UVM last Friday, 
The lo~s t? Bridgeport was the was a prime example. was out with the flu. Glen Wil-
Cats' third m a row. The other "The offense broke through Iiams filled rn for him at the 
two wer~ the thre_e goal loss (5-2) their (Bridgeport's)defense a sweeper position. 
to UVM m the ram and mud and number of times," said Young. The Bridgeport game was the 
the 3-0 loss ~o St. Anselm's that "We had a good number of shots second of a long line of power-
started the shde. on their goalie. " houses that UNH will face in the 
Bruce Brennan tallied ~he lone " We're just missing our oppor- upcoming weeks. The 1-0 score, 
goal for th~ Purple Kmghts at tunities," said co-captain Scott though a loss, may hold a bright 
' 25 ;,30 of the first half. . Davfs. "We're just missing kicks thought for the future, for the Cat 
He went one-on-one with ana mmgs like that. But we are a hooters had lost dismally to Ver-
Gordon ( Tuttle, UNH's goalie)," lot better than before." mont just five days earlier. 
said Wildcat coach Art -Young: The shots that got through to ·· 
















at West Carolina 
Rhode Island 
at Boston University 
Brown 
















Mass by 30 
W. C. by 20 
URI by 14 
HCby2 
.Clgt by 20 
-
Dort by 3 
Harv by 10 
Yale by 
Vi:.l bv l,J 






\-V. C. by 20 
URI by 17 
r 
Brn by 27 
Clgt by 21 
Dart by 18 
Prin by 3 
.h ·nn b:, 3 






Mass by 20 
W. C. by 15 
URI by 14 
Brn by 14 
Clgt by 20 
Dart by 10 
m . ..rv i,y 18 







Mass by 25 
W. C. by 15 
URI by 7 
Brn by 13 
Clgt by 18 
Dart by 8 
Harv by 14 
Yale by 18 
BC b.v JO 
6-3 




Mass by 25 
W. C. by20 
URI by 14 
Brn by 12 
Clgt by 25 
Dart by 17 
Harv by 14 
Yale by 20 
Vill by 10 
7-2 
39-14 .. 736 
i , ! 
Wildcats • win on 
Reardon's goal 
By Nancy Maculiewicz 
For 68 minutes on Wednesday 
afternoon, the UNH and Spring-
field College field hockey teams 
slid around Memorial Field, play-
ing scoreless ball. 
But with just two minutes left 
in the game, Mame Reardon 
slipped the ball into the chiefs' 
cage to give the undefeated Wild-
cats their fifth victory of the 
season, 1-0. 
UNH coach Jean Rilling said, 
"It wasn't even close. The score 
definitely doesn't reflect the 
game.'' 
As usual, penetration time was 
overwhelmingly in UNH's favor. 
They recorded fourteen minutes 
in the Chief's goal area com-
pared to sprmgneia·s three 
•minutes. 
Springfield, usually one of the 
most successful teams in the na-
tion, is having its problems this 
year. Their record was dropped 
to 3-4 with the loss. 
Both teams played skillful and 
controlled ball despite the steady 
rain. Remarkably, there were no 
injuries. 
UNH clearly dominated the 
game in penetration time, shots 
' on goal, and penalty corners. 
However, before Reardon made 
her goal, the outcome of the 
game was still uncertain. 
Twice UNH appeared to score, 
only to have the officials dis-
allow the goals. 'Gaby Haroules, 
assisted by :Kathy Sanborn, ex-
ecutea a pertect arive mto the 
net .on one play, but the officials 
negated the goaL 
Rilling didn't like the ruling. 
"It could have cost us the game," 
she said. But, she gladly accepted 
the narrow victory. "The fact 
that they (UNH) played well is 
most important.•~ 
Throughout the game, the Wild-
cats played tnelr cnaractertsLlc 
fast, controlled ball. The dis-
allowed goals didn't spoil their 
poise. They kept up the offensive 
pressure, and eventually scored. 
On Saturday, UNH will try to 
remain undefeated and giv~ the 
University of Massachusetts 
their first defeat. The home-
coming game. wilf begin at 11:00 
a.m. at Memorial field. 
Sophomor.e Tom Leavitt unleashes a pass during UNH's 
42-7 romp over Central Connecticut last weekend. Leavitt 
completed three out of four 'pa_sses }m the day, one· of 
tnem a 43 yard touchdown to flanker Pete Clark. (Scott 
Spalding photo) 
UNH gridders ( 6-0) 
host Northeastern U. 
By Paul Keegan 
Bill Bowes has some problems 
that any football coach would 
love to have. 
"We haven't had a close game 
in so long, I don't know how my 
first-string offense would play in 
the fourth quarter of a tight 
game," he said. "They haven't 
played in the fourth quarter since 
the West Chester game (which 
UNH won, 28--0 four weeks ago) 
~and that was only for a few min-
utes. 
"And the offense has controlled 
the ball so well, that our defen-
sive team was out on the field 
for only about 20 plays last Satur-
day. I don't know how my first-
string defense would play in the 
fourth quarter. 
"But," he addeq with a smile, 
"I'd rather have aj1at kind of a 
problem th~n the Otfler kind." 
Although tommrrow's home-
coming battle with Northeastern 
FOOTBALL, paget20 
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